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INTRODUCTION

By letter dated April 22, 1988, and additional chan
June 12, 1990, Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) ges submitted by letter dated(the licensee) submitted the '

River Bend Station, Unit 1 (RBS) first ten-year interval Inservice Testing
(IST) program to meet the requirements of the 1980 Edition through the Winter
1981 Addenda of Section XI 4? the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure k n el Code. The staff, with technical assistance
from its contractor, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, EG&G Idaho, Inc.
(EG&G), has evaluated the first ten-year interval IST program plans, and the
requests for relief form certain ASME Code requirements detennined to be

i

impractical for RBS during the first inspection interval.

Technical Specification 4.0.5 for the RBS states that the surveillance require-
ments for IST of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Class 1, 2,-and 3
comrnents shall be applicable as follows: IST of ASME Code-Class 1, 2, and 3
pum s and valves shall be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASMEs
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as required by.10 CFR-,

| 50.55a(g), except where specific written relief has been granted by the
Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(1).

Pursuantto10CFR50.55a(g),ISTofASMECodeClass1,2,and3pumpsandvalves
shall be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code and' applicable addenda, except where specific written relief has

been requested by(a)e licensee and granted by the Connission pursuant to 10 CFR
th

50.55a(a)(3)(i), (3)(11), or (g)(6)(i). In requesting' relief,-the licensee
must demonstrate that: (1) thelevel of quality and safety; (2) proposed alternatives provide an acceptablecompliance would result in hardship or unusual
difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of quality or safety;.
or (3) the conformance with certain requirements of the applicable Code edition;

and addenda is impractical for its facility.

10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(1), (a)(3)(ii),and (g)(6)(1), authorizes the Commission
to grant relief from these requirements upon making-the necessary findings or
impose alternative requirements that are determined to be authorized by law,
will not endanger life or property or the common defense and security, and are
otherwise in the public interest, giving due consideration to the burden upon
the licensee that could result if the requirements were imposed. The NRC
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staff's findings with respect to granting or not granting the relief requested as
part of the licensee's IST program are contained in the Safety Evaluation (SE)'
issued on the licensee's program.

The IST program addressed in this report covers the first ten-year inspection
interval from June 16, 1986 to June 16, 1996. The licensee's program includes
pump and valve IST program, Revision 5~, as described in a letter dated April 22,
1988, which superseded all previous submittals. Additional changes submitted
by a letter dated June 12, 1990, as Revision SA, are also included in this
review.

EVALUATION

The IST program and the request for relief from the requirements of Section XI
have been reviewed by the staff with the assistance of its contractor, EG&G.
In addition, EG&G staff members met with licensee representatives on December 15
and 16, 1987, in a working session a discuss questions resulting from the
review. TheTechnicalEvaluationReport(TER)providedasAttachment2,is
EG&G's evaluation of the licensee's inservice testing program and relief
requests. The staff has reviewed the TER and concurs with, and adopts, the
evaluations and conclusions contained in the TER. A summary of the pump and
valve relief request determinations is presented in Table 1. -The granting of
relief is based upon the fulfillment of any commitments made by the licensee in
its basis for each relief request and the. alternative proposed testing.

Three relief requests were denied (TER Sections 2.1.5.1,3.6.1.1,and3.8.3.2).
Sixteen relief requests were granted with certain conditions (TER Sections 2.1.1.1,
2.1.2.1, 2.1.4.1, 2.2.1.1, 2.3.1.1, 2.4.1.1, 3.1.2.1, 3.1.4.1, 3.1.4.3, 3.1.4.5,

! 3.3.1.1,3.7.1.2,3.10.1.2,3.18.1.1,3.20.1.1,and3.20.1.2). Five relief
,

requests were approved on an interim basis (TER Sections 2.1.3.1, 2.2.3.1,2.4.2.1,3.1.4.2,and3.1.4.4). The licensee should refer to the specific TER
section for a detailed discussion of these cases. These denials and conditions
are listed in Appendix B of the TER, which also lists other IST program anomalies
identified during the review. These anomalies include the denial of four cold

|

shutdown justification relief requests and a number of editorial changes.

The licensee should resolve all the items listed in Appendix B in accordance
with the staff guidance therein, program / procedural changes covered by items1-5, 8
of rece,ipt of this SE.10, 12, 14, and 16-26, in Appendix B should be made within six months

Items 6, 13, and 15 in Appendix B should be resolved
within six months of receipt of this SE. Items 7 and 9 in Appendix B should
be resolved within one year of receipt of this SE or the next refueling outage,whichever is longer. Item 11 should be actively pursued and if alternate
testing methods are developed, the affected relief request should be revised or
withdrawn.

CONCLUSION

Based on the review of the licensee's IST program relief requests, the staff
concludes that the relief requests as evaluated and modified by this SE will
provide reasonable assurance of the operational readiness of the pumps and
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valves to perform their safety-related functions. The staff has determined
that granting relief, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(1), (a)(3)(ii) and
(g)(6)(1), is authorized by-law and will not endanger life or property, or the
common defense and security and is otherwise in the public interest. In making
this determination the staff has considered the alternate testing being imple-
mented, compliance resulting in_a hardship without a compensating increase in
safety, and the impracticality of performing the required testing considering
the burden if the requirements were imposed. The last column of Table 1
identifies the regulation under which the requested relief is granted.

During the review of the licensee's inservice testing program,_the staff has
identified certain misinterpretations or omissions of Code requirements.
These items are summarized in Appendix B of the TER. The IST program relief
requests for River Bend Station provided by submittal dated April 22, 1988,
along with additional information proviced by _a submittal dated June _12,-1990,
are acceptable for implementation provided that the items noted above are
corrected promptly. New or revised relief requests contained in any subsequent

i

revisions may not be implemented without prior approval by NRC, unless-they are
relief requests meeting the positions in Enclosure 1 of Generic Letter 89-04

Principal Contributor: A. Keller, HEB

Attachments:;

1. Table 1
2. EG&G TER EGG-NTA-8288
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RIVER. BEND STATION, UNIT 1
SER TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT - ALTERNATE ACTION
REQUEST SECTION REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION METHOD 0F BY~
NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

Pump 2.1.4.1 Table All pumps in Do not stop
. Relief Granted '

PRR-1 IWP 3100 program operating pump for 10 CFR 50.55a
Note 1, inlet pressure (a)(3)(ii)
Measure idle measurement. provided
inlet measurement made

Ipressure for pumps stopped
during quarter.

6
Pump 2.1.5.1 IWP-3230 All pumps in Utilize ANSI /ASME Relief Denied |
PRR-2 & Table program OL 4, Draft 8,

.

IWP-3100 2 ace stance criteria, '

Acceptance fze data =within'-

criteria and .. nours of test.
time to.
analyze test
data-

Pump 2.2.3.1 IWP3400(a) Standby liquid -Test during cold Interim Relief '

PRR-3 Test control pumps, shutdowns if not Granted
frequency IC41-PC001A and tested within 92- (a)(3)(i) for 6

-PC001B- days.. months.

Pump 2.1.3.1 IWP 4120 All pumps in
. Utilize w'ider range Interim Relief

| PRR-4 Instrument program except instruments for 1 Granted
! full-scale standby service inlet = pressure. (a)(3)(1) for one
| range water and diesel year or until the

generator fuel- next refueling
oil transfer outage,
pumps

Pump 2.1.2.1 IWP-4510 All pumps in -Measure vibration Relief Granted i
PRR-5 Heasure program velocity and ensure (a)(3)(i)-provided

vibration within IST program the licensee
amplitude limits, complies with all

OM-6 vibration.
test requirements.

Pump 2.2.2.1 IWP-4240 Standby liquid Evaluate pump Relief Granted'
PRR-7 Measure control pumps, discharge pressure. (a)(3)(i)

differential -IC41-PC001A and
pressure -PC001B

-, -- - - . . . - . - . .- . . .
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RIVER BEND STATION, UNIT 1
SER TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE ACTION
REQUEST SECTION REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION METHOD OF BY
NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

Pump 2.3.1.1 Table Standby service Calculate inlet Relief Granted
PRR 8 IWP-3100 1 water pumps, pressure based on (g)(6)(i)

Note 1, ISWP-P2A, -P2B, tank level, provided accuracy
Measure inlet P2C, -P20 requirements of
pressure Table IWP-4110-1

met.

Pump 2.4.1.1 Table Diesel generator Calculate inlet Relief Granted
PRR-8 IWP 3100-1 fuel oil pressure based on (g)(6)(1)

Note 1, transfer pumps, tank level, provided accuracy
Measure inlet IEGF-PIA, -PIB, requirements of
pressure -Plc Table IWP-4110-1

met.

Pump 2.4.2.1 Table Diesel generator No alternate . Interim Relief
PRR-9 IWP-4510 fuel oil proposed. Granted (g)(6)(i)

Vibration transfer pumps, for 1 year or
measurements IEGF-PIA, -PIB, until next

Plc refueling outage.
Pump 2.1,1,1 IWP 3300 All pumps in Measure vibration Relief Granted
PRR-10 Measure program velocity. (a)(3)(i) provided

bearing the licensee
temperature complies with all

l OH 6 vibration
,

test requirements.
Pump 2.2.1.1 IWP 4600 Standby liquid Calculate pump flow Relief Granted,

| PRR-11 Measure flow control pumps, rate. (g)(6)(i) provided
rate IC41-PC001A and accuracy

-PC001B requirements of
Table IWP-4110-1
met.

| Valve 3.3.1.1 IWV-3521 IB33-VF013A & B Verify closure Relief Granteo
VRR2 Test IB33-VF017A & B during drywell

'

(g)(6) 1) provided
valves (leaktestedfrequency reactor bypass leakage test

recirculation each refueling in pairs per
pump seal outage. IWV-3420.injection checks

.

Valve 3.7.1.2 IWV-3521 1CCP-V119 Verif3 closure Relief Granted
VRR2 Test reactor plant during drywell (g)(6)(i) provided

,

'

frequency closed cooling bypass leakage test valves leak tested
water drywell each refueling per IWV-3420.
supply check outage.

1

-. . . , .~ ,, , , ,, -- - . , - - . - --,
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RIVER BEND STATION, UNIT 1 ;
SER TABLE 1 '

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE ACTION
REQUEST SECTION REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION HETHOD OF BY 4

NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

Valve 3.10.1.2 IWV 3521 11AS-V78 Verify closure ' Relief Granted -

VRR2 Test- drywell during drywell
valv(6)(lea( tested.
(g) i) )rovided

frequency instrument air bypass leakage test es
cupply check each refueling per IWV-3420.

outage.

Valve 3.18.1.1 IWV-3521 1 CMS-V40 and Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR2 Test -V41, drywell during drywell (g)(6)(1) provided

frequency atmosphere- bypass leakage test valves leak tested
sample return each refueling per IWV 3420. '

check: outage.

Valve 3.'20.1.1 IWV-3521 1DFR-VI thru Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR2 Test -V4, drywell during drywell (g)(6)(i) provided

frequency floor drain sump bypass leakage test valves leak tested
inlet checks each refueling in pairs per

outage. IWV-3420.

Valve 3.20.1.2 IWV-3521 _1DFR-V14, -V15, Verify closure. Relief Granted
VRR2 Test -V16, -V17, during drywell (g)(6)(1) provided

frequency drywell bypass leakage test valves ~ leak tested
equipment drain each refueling in pairs per
sump inlet outage. IWV-3420.
checks

Valve 3.14.1.1 IWV-3521 MSIV and Full-stroke exercise Relief Granted
VRR4 Test penetration during refueling (g)(6)(i)

frequency valve leakage outages.
. control system'

checks

Valve 3.6.1.1 IWV-3521 ISVV-9 and V31 Verify closure Relief Denied
-VRR9 Test main steam during leak testing

frequency safety / relief each _ refueling
valve outage,
accumulator
instrument air
supply isolation
checks,

|

Valve 3.6.3.2 IWV-3521 ADS Full-stroke exercise Relief Granted
VRR9 Test safety / relief during refueling (g)(6)(1)

frequency valve outages,
accumulator air
supply checks

4
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-RIVER BEND STATION,=' UNIT 1
SER TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE- ACTION
REQUEST SECTION REQUIREMENT ' IDENTIFICATION METHOD OF BY-
NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

Valve 3.1.1.1 IWV-3417(a) All power Ensure stroke time Relief Granted
VRR10 Stroke time operated valves valueswithinlimits(a)(3)(1)

trending- except solenoid based on baseline
operated and tests. !

i testable check
valves

Valve 3.8.2.1 IWV 3411 ISWP MOV503A and Full-stroke exercise Relief Granted
VRRll Test MOV503B, and-stroke time each (g)(6)(1)

frequency ventilation. refueling outage.
chilled water,

return and
service water,

cross connection

Valve 3.8.3.1 IWV-3411 ISWP MOV510A.& Full-stroke exercise Relief Granted
VRRll Test B, and stroke time-each (g)(6)(1)

frequency 502A & B, refueling outage.
& 504A & B

: reactor plant
CCW/SW supply
cross connect
valves

!

Valve 3.8.4.2 IWV-3521 ISWP-V203 & Full-stroke exercise Relief Granted
-

: 1*Rll Test V204, each refueling (g)(6)(1)
; frequency | ventilation outage.
; chilled water
<

service water
cross connection
checks-

,

Valve 3.11.1.1 IWV-3521 1C41-VF006 &- Full-stroke exercise Relief Granted
VRR13 Test VF007,-standby -each refueling (g)(6)(i)

frequency liquid control- outage..
; injection' checks

Valve 3.12.2.1 IWV-3521 lE12-VF050A and Exercise open each _ Relief Granted
VRR20 Test -VF0508, cold shutdown and (g)(6)(1)to ifrequency shutdown cooling verify closure each verify open each J

return checks- refueling outage, cold shutdown and !'

closure each
refueling . outage.

,

|

..,..l
.- -. .... .- - .- ...-
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RIVER BEND STATION, UNIT 1
SER TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS !

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE ACTION
REQUEST SECTION REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION METHOD OF BY
NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

4

j

Valve 3.6.2.1 IWV 3411 All main steam Full-stroke exercise Relief Granted
VRR22 Test safety / relief during refueling (a)(3)(1)- <

frequency valves outages.

Valve 3.12.1.1 IWV-3521 1RHS-V240 Full-stroke exercise Relief GrantedVRR23 Test residual heat during refueling (g)(6)(i)'
frequency removal shutdown outages,

,

cooling suction-
thermal relief
check

Valve 3.1.4.1 IWV-3521 lE12*VF084A-C Perform sample Relief GrantedVRR24 Test method IE12*VF085A-C disassembly and (g)(6)(1) provided
and frequency RHR keep fill inspection as compliance with GL

checks, described in IST 89-04, Position 2.
ICCP*V337-_& V338 program.
CRD pump bearing
cooling supplys

Valve 3.1.4.2 IWV 3521 IHVK*V48 & 97 Perform sample Interim ReliefVRR24 Test method service water disassembly and Grantedand frequency supply to chill inspection as -(a)(3)(i) for 6water described-in IST- months. Additional
compression tank program. information needed

to -complete
evaluation.

Valve 3,1.4.3 IWV 3521 - lE51*VF030 Perform sample Relief GrantedVRR24 Test method- RCIC' pump disassembly and-
theva)lveis(a)(3 (1) providedand frequency suction from inspection as

suppression pool described in IST part-stroke i-program.- exarcised prior to -|
return to service. '

Valve 3.1.4.4 IWV-3521 ILSV*Vll4 a.120 Perform sample Interim Relief
.VRR24 Test method MSIV leakage -disassembly and Granted I

and frequency control system inspection as
months (. Additional

|(a)(3) i) for 6accumulator described in IST '

supply valves program, information needed ,

to complete
evaluation.

_
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RIVER BEND STATION, UNIT 1
SER-TABLE-1

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE ACTION-
RE0 VEST SECTION REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION METHOD OF BY
NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

Valve 3.1.4.5 IWV-3521 Various series Perform sample Relief Granted
VRR24 Test method check valves disassembly and (g)(6)(1) provided

and frequency without inspection as compliance with
intermediate described in IST GL 89 04,
test connections program. Position 2.

;

Valve -3.8.4.4 IWV-3521 -lSWP-V135, V136, Full stroke exercise. Relief Granted
VRR25 Test V143, and V144- each refueling- (g)(6)(1)-

frequency diesel generator outage.-
service water
supply header
checks

Valve 3.2.1.1 IWV-3521 1Cll-VF122 Verify closure: Relief Granted
VRR26 Test control rod during refueling (g)(6)(1)

frequency drive outages..
containment
check

Valve 3.4.1.1 IWV-3521 1CNS-V86 Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR26 Test containment during leak testing (g)(6)(i)

frequency condensate - each refueling
supply check outage.

Valve 3.7.1.1 IWV-3521 1CCP-Vll8 Verify closure - Relief Granted
VRR26 Test reactor plant during leak testing (g)(6)(i)

frequency CCW containment each refueling
supply check,- outage.
-V160, reactor
plant CCW
thermal relief

Valve 3 . 9.1.1 - IWV-3521 ISAS-V486 Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR26 Test containment during leak-testing (g)(6)(i)

frequency service air each refueling
supply check- outage.

.

Valve 3.10.1.1 IWV-3521 11AS-V80 Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR26 Test containment during leak testing (g)(6)(1)-

| frequency instrument air each refueling
, supply check outage.
l

. ._ _ _. . -. _ -
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RIVER BEND STATION, UNIT 1 !
SER TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF REllEF REQUESTS

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE ACTION <

REQUEST SECTION REQUIREMENT- IDENTIFICATION METHOD OF BY
NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

Valve 3.13.1.1 IWV-3521 IFPW-V263 Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR26 Test containment fire during leak testing (g)(6)(1)

frequency protection water each refueling
supply check outage.

Valve 3.17.1.1 IWV-3521 IHVN V541 Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR26 Test containment during leak testing (g)(6)(i)

frequency chilled water each refueling-
supply check, outage.
-V136,
containment
chilled water
thermal relief -
ek

Valve 3.19.1.1 IWV-3521 ISFC-V101, fuel Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR26 Test pool cooling during leak testing (g)(6)(1)

frequency return each refueling
containment outage,
isolathn check

Valve 3.5.1.1 IWV-3411 and IB21-VF010A-& B Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR28 -3521 inboard reactor- during refueling (g)(6)(i)

Test feedwater checks outages,
frequency A0VF032A & B

outboard reactor
feedwater checks

Valve 3.1.2.1 IWV-3420 All primary Utilize-10 CFR 50, Relief Granted
VRR31 through -3427 containment Appendix J, and (g)(6)(1) provided

Leak rate isolation valves River Bend Leak Rate licensee complies
testing program, with GL 89-04,

Position 10
Valve 3.2.2.1- IWV-3411 and ICll-A0V126 and Verify operability Relief Granted
VRR33 -3413(b) -A0V127, control in accordance with (g)(6)(1)

Test rod scram inlet Tech. Specs, and
frequency and and outlet GL 89-04,
method Position 7.

Valve 3.2.3.1 IWV-3521 1Cll-Y114 Verify operability Relief Granted
VRR33 Test scram discharge in accordance with (g)(6)(1)

frequency header check Tech. Specs, and
IC11-V115 GL 89-04, ,

accumulator Position 7.
charging header
check
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RIVER BEND STATION, UNIT 1
SER TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS

REllEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE ACTION
REQUEST SECTION REQVIREMENT IDENTIFICATION HETHOD OF BY
NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC

Valve 3.1.3.1 IWV-3417 All rapid acting Assign 2 second Relief Granted
VRR38 Trend valve valves maximum value of (a)(3)(1)

stroke times limiting stroke time
and I second alert
limit.

Valve 3.20.1.3 IWV-3521 IDER-V4, drywell Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR41 Test and containment during refueling (g)(6)(i)

frequency equipment drain outages,
sumps discharge
thermal relief
checks

Valve 3.8.1.1 IWV-3521 ISWP-V174 and Verify open during Relief Granted
VRR42 Test -V175, drywell cold shutdown and (g)(6)(i)

frequency coolers service closure during leak
water supply testing each
checks refueling outage.

Valve 3.19.1.2 IWV 3521 ISFC-V350, Verify closure Relief Granted
VRR51 Test -V351, upper during leak testing (g)(6)(1)

frequency containment fuel each refueling
pool suction outage.
thermal relief

| checks

Valve 3.15.1.1 IWV-3413(a) lEGA-SOVX11A, Verify operability Relief Granted
VRR56 Stroke timing -S0VX118, by monitoring proper (g)(6)(i)

-S0VY118, diesel start times
ICSH-SOV234, and accumulator

| -S0V247, diesel pressures.
I generator air
'

start solenoids

Valve 3.6.3.1 IWV-3521 1821-VF078B and Manually full-stroke Relief Granted
VRR57 Test -VF078J, main exercise during (g)(6)(1)

frequency steam refueling outages,
safety / relief
valve discharge
line vacuum
breakers

:
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RIVER BEND STATION, UNIT 1
SER TABLE 1 <

SUMMARY OF RELIEF REQUESTS

RELIEF TER SECTION XI EQUIPMENT ALTERNATE ACTION
REQUEST SECTION REQUIREMENT- IDENTIFICATION METHOD OF BY ,

NUMBER & SUBJECT TESTING USNRC
:

;

Valve 3.8.3.2 IWV-3411 ISWP-MOV57A and Full-stroke exercise Relief Denied-
VRR58 Test M0V578, standby and stroke time

frequency service water - during refueling i

supply outages,
isolations '

Valve 3.8.4.1 IWV-3521 ISWP-V326 and Full stroke' exercise Relief Granted
VRR58 Test -V327, standby each refueling (g)(6)(1):

frequency service water outage..
supply header
checks1

Valve 3.16.1.1 IWV-3421 1HVR-A0V123, - Leak test every 92 Relief Granted
VRR59 through -3427 -A0V165, days in accordance (a)(3)(1)Leak rate A0V128, with Tech. Spec.

t testing -A0V168,
.

containment
; purge supply and
i exhaust

isolations

:

i

i

l
i

i

!

i

1

a
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ABSTRACT

i

This EG&G Idaho, Inc., report presents the results of our evaluation of-
the River Bend Station Inservice Testing Program for. safety-related. pumps

:

and valves.

!

. PREFACE

|.

This report is supplied as part of the " Review of Pump and Valve
o

Inservice Testing Programs for Operating Reactors-(III)" being' conducted for
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor '

| Regulation, Mechanical Engineering Branch, by EG&G Idaho,:Inc;, Regulatory
and Technical Assistance Unit.;

1
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IECHRICAL' EVALUATION REPORTe

PUMP AND VALVE INSERVICE TESTING PROGRAM4

RIVER BEND STATION

1. INTRODUCTION

!

Contained herein is a technical evaluation of the pump and valve-
inservice testing (IST) program submitted by-the Gulf States Utilities
Company for its River Bend Station.

By a letter dated January 30, 1987, Gulf States Utilities submitted
Revision 3 of their IST program for-River Bend Station for their first ten
year interval, which commenced June = 16,- 1986. - A working meeting was held
with Gulf States Utilities and River Bend-representatives on December.15
and 16, 1987. The' licensee's IST program, Revision 5, as attached to
J. E. Brooker letter to NRC, dated April 22,~1988, as well as additional
changes in Revision 5A, as attached to W. H. Odell letter to NRC, dated
June 12, 1990, were reviewed to verify compliance of proposed te,ts of.
Class 1, 2, and 3 safety related pumps and valves with the requirements of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (the Code), 1980 Edition, through
the Winter of 1981 Addenda.

Any IST program revisions subsequent-to those'noted above are not-

addressed in this technical evaluation report (TER). Program c.hanges

involving additional or revised relief requests should be submitted to NRC
under separate cover in order to receive prompt attention, but should not be

.

implemented prior to review and approval by NRC, Other IST programL

revisions should-follow the guidance of NRC Generic Letter-. No. 89-04

(GL 89-04), " Guidance on Developing Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs."

In their submittal, Gulf States Utilities has requested relief from the
ASME Code testing requirements for specific pumps and valves and these

requests have been evaluated individually to determine whether compliance
with those requirements is indeed impracticable. This review was performed

! utilizing the acceptance criteria of the Standard Review Plan,
l

1
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Section 3.9.6, the Draft Regulatory Guide and Value/ Impact-Statement titled *|
' Identification of Valves _for Inclusion-in Inservice Testing Programs",'and |
GL 89 04. These IST program testing requirements apply only to component ;

testing (i.e., pumps and valves) and:are-not intended to provide the basis-
to change the licensee's current Technical Specifications for system test
requirements.

Section 2 of this report presents the Gulf- States Utilities bases for
requesting relief from the Section XI requirements-for the River Bend

,

Station-pump testing program and EG&G's evaluations and conclusions

regarding these requests.= Similar information is presented in Section 3 for
-the valve testing program.

A listing of P& ids used for this review is contained in Appendix. A.

Inconsistencies and omissions in'the licensee's program noted during
the course of this review are listed'in Appendix B. The licensee-should
resolve these items in accordance with the evaluations, conclusions, and-
guidelines presented in this report.

,

e
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2. PUMP TESTING PROGRAM

0

The River Bend Station IST program submitted by Gulf States Utilities
was examined to verify that all pumps that are included in the program are '

subjected to the periodic tests required by the ASME Code, Section XI, 1980
Edition through the Winter 1981 Addenda, the NRC regulations, positions, and

i

guidelines. The reviewers found that, except as noted in Appendix B or-
where specific relief from testing has been requested, these pumps are
t~ ted to the Code requirements, the NRC regulations _, positions, and
guidelines. Each Gulf States Utilities basis for requesting relief from the
pump testing requirements and the reviewer's evaluation of that request are
summarized below and grouped according to system.

2.1 A1) Eumos in the IST prooram

2.1.1 Bearina Temoerature Measurements

2.1.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from-
measuring bearing temperature annually on all pumps in the IST program in
accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWP-3300, and
proposed to measure vibration velocity to monitor bearing degradation.

2.1.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief--Industry data
has shown that bearing temperature changes due to degrading bearings occurs
only after major degradation has occurred at the bearing. Prior to this,
vibration monitoring would more likely provide information to identify
changes in the condition of bearings. Reliance on vibration monitoring
would allow corrective actions to be taken prior to the failure of a
bearing, the-loss of the pump, and possible damage to the pump.

Alternate Testino: Measure vibration velocity.

2.1.1.1.2 Evaluation--The licensee has requested relief from the
Code requirements for annual bearing temperature measurement for all pumps
in their IST program and proposed to measure pump vibration velocity. It is

widely recognized that pump bearing temperatures taken annually are unlikely

3
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to aid in the detection of bearing degradation. The bearing housing
temperature is subject -to a variety of environmental factors which challenge
the predictability of the measurement. Temperature mcasurements taken from

the pump bearing housing may be more indicative of the ambient temperature
of the pump's environment than of the bearing's condition and give little
contribution to the determination of pump operability. Quarterly
measurement of vibration will be more likely to indicate bearing
degradation.

The licensee's proposal to measure pump vibration velocity (see section
2.1.2.1 of this report) would provide a reasonable alternative to the Code
requirements if performed in accordance with all the requirements of -
ASME/ ANSI OMa-1988, Part 6, for vibration measurement and evaluation. The

Part 6 vibration measurement program represents a significant improvement
over the Code vibration program and gives adequate assurance of component
operational readiness and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
requirements.

Based on the determination that the licensee's proposed testing method
provides a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements, relief should be
granted provided the licensee performs vibration testing in accordance with
the requirements of ASME/ ANSI OMa 1988, Port 6.

! 2.1.2 Vibration Measurements

2.1.2.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
measuring vibration amplitude on all pumps in the IST program in accordance
with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWP-4510, and proposed to

,
measure vibration velocity during pump tests.

!

2.1.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--Standard
industry practice is to use vibration velocity as a basis for the
establishment of vibration standards for machinery operating at normal pump
speeds. Vibration velocity is used because it is independent of frequency
in this RPM range, thus yielding a simple reliable measure of the severity
of the vibration.

4
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Alttrnate Testino: Measure vibration velocity. Allowable ranges for,

vibration velocity will be: '

Acceptable: 2.5 x Reference Value (in./ soc)
4

Alert: >2.5 to 6 x Reference Value-(in./sec)
Required Action: Greater than 6 x Reference Value _(in./sec)

(Reference ANSI OH-6-1986, Draft 8)

2.1.2.1.2 Evaluation -Pump bearing degradation typically results
in increased bearing noise at frequencies 5 to 100 times the rotational
frequency of the pump. These high frequency bearing noises would not
produce a significant increase in pump vibration displacement measurements
and could go undetected. However, the high frequency noisi.s would result in
relatively large changes in pump vibration velocity measurements, which-
could signal the need for corrective. action prior to catastrophic failure of
the bearing if vibration velocity is taeasured.. Because of the high
frequencies of the vibrations :tstociated with the pump bearings, vibration
velocity measurements are generally much better than vibration displacement

measurements in nonitoring the mechanical condition of p1nps and detecting
pump bearing degradation.

The advantages of using vibration velocity instead of displacement for
monitoring the mechanical condition of pumps, with the exception of
reciprocating pumps, are widely acknowledged in-the industry. A

comprehensive pump testing program utilizing vibration velocity readings
taken over a wide frequency range can provide a great deal of .information

about pump mechanical condition that could not-be obtained by using
vibration displacement readings. However, the licensee's proposed vibration
testing program is not described adequately. For example; there-is no
discussion regarding pump vibration measurement locations. Additional
information would be required to fully evaluate and approve the licensee's
proposed vibration testing program, yet, a pump vibration measurement

program performed in accordance with the applicable ASME/ ANSI OMa-1988,

5 I
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Part 6, requirements is acceptable to.NRC and gives an adbquate level of I*

quality and safety and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
requirements.

Since the licensee's proposed alternate testing method provides a
reasonable alternative to the Code requirements, relief should be granted-
provided the licensee performs pump vibration testing in accordance with all
the vibration monitoring criteria in ASME/ ANSI OMa-1988, 'Part 6.

2.1.3 Instrument Ranae

2.1.3.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from the
instrumentation full-scale range requirements of Section XI, Paragraph
IWV-4120, for suction pressure instruments for all pumps in the IST program
except the standby service water pumps and the diesel generator fuel oil
transfer pumps.

2.1.3.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relie#--An operating
pump's suction pressure may be near zero with the idle suction pressure
comparatively high. A pressure instrument with the full-scale range-no more
than three times the running suction pressure could be off scale when the-
pump is idle. When compared to the discharge pressure, such accuracy for

j the running sucticn pressure is unnecessary.

Alternate Testina: The full-scale range of the instrument used to
measure the operating pump suction pressure : hall be three times the idle
pump inlet pressure or less. The instrumentation used.will meet.the
accuracy requirements of the Code.

l 2.1.3.1.2 Evaluation--The licensee has proposed to utilize pump
suction pressure instruments whose full-scale _ range might exceed three times!

! the reference value for dynamic inlet pressure. This is to prevent
over-ranging and damage-to the instrument when tne pump is idle and the
inlet pressure is at a higher value. The difference between idle and

operating inlet pressure for most pumps is generally fairly small and slight
errors-in inlet pressure measurement (1 to 2 psi), which may result from

6
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exceeding <the range requirements for' dynamic inlet pressure, have less- !
.,

significance when.used 'with discharge pressure;(several hundred psi) to
'

btermine differential- pressure. _Therefore, the . licensee's proposal should
prcvide sufficiently: accurate data to utilize in the pump _ monitoring program
to assess . pump degradation and provides an acceptable level of quality for
an interim period. However, mo're specific information is needed complete I

'

this relief request evaluation prior to granting long-term. relief from this-
Code requirement. The-licensee should. provide information.specifically
describing the differences _-in static and dynamic inlet. pressure for the
affected pumps and an evaluation that shows their proposal- will give. ;,

'

-adequate assurance of operational readiness for these pumps. ,Therefore,;
since the licensee's proposa1'provides.an acceptable 1e'veltrof quality |and
safety, interim relief should'be granted from thetrange requirements- for_ one -
year or until the-next refueling outage, whichever.is longer Before the:

end of this period the licensee'.should provideLthe above requested
information.-

i

| 2.1.4 Freauency of-Inservice Tests

!

2.1.4.1 Relief Reauest.- The licensee 'has requested relief from-.

9

stopping running pumps to obtain an idle pump inlet-pressurefmeasurement in
accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Table IWP-3100-l',: Note 1,

,

-for all pumps in the.IST program.

2.1.4.1.1 Licensee's Basis- for Reauestina Relief '-If the pumpTis
in operation to support . plant operation and/or! safety at' the :timeLof. the ~

test, shutting the pump down merely to measure the idletsuction' pressure '

-could adversely impact plant safety. There are no acceptance criteria based
an the idle suctior, pressure.

Alternate Testina: Ifithe pump is already in operation prior to start ;

of the test, the measurement of the idle suction pressure will not be -
.

required.

2.1.4.1.2 Evaluation--The measurement of static inlet pressure-
for a pump can indicate whether there is sufficient netLpositive suction
head (NPSH) to support _ pump operation. However, this can also be determined-
to be adequate by obs'erving the operation of a running pump. -~It is not

7
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reasonable to require the licensee to.stop a pump that is continually
operating during the test interval simply to measure static inlet pressure.
Especially when this significantly impacts plant operation, stopping these
pumps to measure inlet pressure in accordance with the Code requirements
would constitute a hardship on the licensee without a compensating increase
in the level of safety.

1

However, for pumps that are started or stopped during the test period
compliance with this requirement should not pose an excessive hardship. For
these pumps this measurement should be made as near as possible to the time
of the Section XI test to verify adequate NPSH and to help ensure reference
conditions are achieved. The licensee's proposal gives adequate assurance
of operational readiness for pumps that are operated continuously during the
testing interval and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
requirements for these pumps while considering the hardship that would be
imposed on the licensee if these pumps were stopped solely for the test.

.

Based on the determination that complying with the Code requirement of
Table IWP 3100-1, Note 1, would result in excessive hardship on the licensee
without a compensating increase in safety and considering the licensee'c
proposal, relief should be granted provided the affected pumps ti:at are
started or stopped during the test interval have this measurement taken as-
near to the time of the pump test as practical.

2.1.5 Corrective Action

2.1.5.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from the,

allowable ranges of test quantities contained in Section XI, Table
IWP-3100 2, and proposed to analyze all test parameters for all pumps in
accordance with the guidance of ANSI /ASME OM 6-1986, Draft 8, and to,

recalibrate instrumentation and repeat the pump test without declaring the
affected pump inoperable if test values for differential pressure and flow
fall into the " Alert" range high value bracket.

2.1.5.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief--The Required
Action Range high values for differential pressure and flow do not indicate
degraded pump performance. The high values indicate that the test

.

8
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_ instrumentation is out of calibration.since the probability of a' centrifugal 2
,

pump with synchronous motor demonstrating an increase in perfomance is
:

I remote. A pump should not'be declared inoperative until-airetest'with
recalibrated instrumentation is. performed within 96-hours,. since the _ pump--

can obviously continue to meet its required design basis: demand. Safety of, q
plant operation is not compromised.

f

Upon completion of the retest (s), the: test data shall be-analyzed
-

within 96 hours of test completion.- This analysis shall determine '

operability. This does not teduce plant safety by affecting design. basest i

due to test results which indicate instrumentation has drifted out of
calibration.

-- . .
.

L

Alternate Testina: Change the Required. Action Range;high values for
-

differential pressure and flow to 21.10 delta P_ and.Q and change the Alert -
Range High Values for differential pressure and flow to 1.02 to 1.10 delta P

-

'

and 1,02'to 1.10 Q. If deviations fall within the Alert Range high valuesi
for di'# rential pressure and flow,- the instruments shall-~be recalibrated:,

and the test will be reperformed within 96 hours. -Should the retest resultsi !

remain within the Alert range, the. test. frequency:shall increase.-;

(ReferenceANSIOH6-1986, Draft 8)

:

2.1.5.1.2 Evaluation--The licensee ~ has not provided the . technical
! basis that shows that the proposed acceptance criteria;will give adequate. ;

assurance of pump operational readiness when' applied to?their pump-test. : 1

| parameter values as part of-Section XL testing.9 The Section XI limits--are
,

- more restrictive than those proposed on1the high side. This, in-effect, i

limits the amount of deviation in instrument calibration ~since it is
unlikely that pump hydraulic per.formance'woul_d increase. Expanded high side

'

limits wouH greatly increase the range 'of_ test parameter values that-would.-
~

be .1cceptable and_ could act|to allow continued operation off a _pumpisuffering
severe degradation. The reforo, relief should- not be granted from the

- requirement to comply with the ' Alert" and;" Required; Action" limits-
presented _in Section XI.'

7
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The licensee has~ proposed that'when pump differential- pressure or flow *

rate measurements enter their proposed " Alert" high range, the test
instruments will be recalibrated and the test rerun within 96 hours rather -i

than declaring the pump inoperable. However, test data in the|"Reoutred
Action" high range-indicates a significant change has occurred and actual.
pump condition is unknown. The affected instrument might have ben out of~
calibration-(high)duringtheprevioustest(s)andthepumpmightht.ni "

suffered significant degradation that went undetected. -Since the^ pump cnid q,

! be degraded, the licensoe should declare it -inoperable ana comply with
'

! applicable Technical Specification provisions. Also, it is the NRC staff's

| position that as soon as data is recognized as being within the " Required: }'

Action" range,'the associated component must be declared inoperable and the -

,

TS ACTION time must be started. This is discussed in Generic Lettsr j;

| No. 89-04 (GL 89 04), Attachment 1, Position 8..
3

| 1
Since data indicate a significant change has occurred and actual pump- j

| condition is unknown (prior to the retest with recalibrated instruments) it ;

j would not be conservative and could.be incorrect to consider the pump-
I operable. Therefore, relief should not be granted as requested.; The-
i 71censee should-declare the pump inoperable when the test data falls into

j the " Required Action" range of Section.XI.

| t

c 2.2 Standby Liouid control pumos

!
j- 2.2.1 Flow Heasurement

| 2.2.1.1 Relief Recuest. ~ The licensee has requested relief from

; directly measuring the-flow rate for-the standby liquid control:(SLC) pumps,
'

IC41-PC001A and -PC001B, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,
-

; Paragraph IWP-4600, and proposed to calculate' flow rate durkg pump tests,
.

_

i- 2.2.1;1.1 Licensee's Basis for- Reauestina Rellaf--Since there is
; no orifice flange for flow measurement instrumentation installed in the test-
: circuit.of the piping for the SLC pumps nor are there sufficient locations

for obtaining an accurate pressure drop measurement, . flow rate shall be

| obtained indirectly by measuring the amount of liquid being pumped within a
j measured time-period.
-

:

10
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Alternate Testina Flow is e sscred indirectly by marking with a aieca |,

of masking tape on the sightglass the initial level of the SLC test ta.9 ,nd<.

then measuring the amount of time needed for the level to drop 5 in. A
calculation is then performed to determine the flow rate.

2.2.1.1.2 Evaluation It is impractical to directly measure SLC
pump flow during tests because there are no flow instruments installed in
the test flow path. Installation of instrumentation to directly measure
flow rate wout , require system red. sign and modifications which would be
cnstly and burdensome to the licensee. However, the pump flow rate can be
readily obtained by timing the rate of the test tank level change. This
alternate method can give adequate assurance of pump operational readiness
and provide a reasor,able alternative to the Code flow measurement
requiretant provided the detcrmination is at ieast as accurate as the Code
requires for flow rate measurement.

Based on the impracticality of complying with the Code requirements and
considering the burden on the licensee if those requirements were imposed
and the licensee's proposal, relief should be granted from direct
measurw+at requirements of Section XI as requested provided the flow rate
calculations meet the accuracy requirements of Table IWP 41101 for measured
values.

2.2.2 Inlet and Differential pressere

2.2.2.1 Relief Reouest. The licensee has requested reli?' from
measuring inlet pressure and differential pressure on the SLC pumps,
IC41-PC001A and PC0()lB, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWP 4240 and proposed to evaluate pump discharge pressure.

.

2.2.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief The pumps draw
test water or the sodium pentaborate solution out of tanks only a few feet
above the pump su: tion elevation, therefore, operating suction pressure is
very near zero. These are positive displacement pumps with a normal
discharge pressure of between 1000 and 1200 psig, therefore, the suction
pressure is negligible when determining the pump differential pressure. The

1
,
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inlet pressure has no affect on the pump discharge pressure as these are '

positive displacement pumps.

1

Alternate Testina: Assume the differential pressure across the pump to ;

be equal to the discharge pressure of the pump. I

2.2.2.1.2 Evaluation -These are positive displacement pumps.
Their outlet pressure is dependant on the pressure of the system into which
thy are pumping and is not affected significantly by either inlet pressure'

(providing adequate net positive suction head exists) or flow rate. For

these pumps, differential pressure and flow rate are not dependant variables
as they are for centrifugal type pumps. For this reason, calculating or;

measuring inlet or differential pressure would not contribute meaningful
data to utilize in monitoring pump degradation. The licensee's proposal'to
evaluate pump discharge pressure when used with flow rate should provide
sufficient information to adequately monitor the hydraulic condition of |
these pumps and provides an acceptable level of quality.

Based on the determination the licensee's proposed alternative is
essentially equivalent to the Code requirements, relief should be granted as
requested.

2.2.3 Test Freaun n

2.2.3.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
testing the SLC pumps, IC41 PC001A and PC0018, in accordance with the

frequency requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IW 3400(a) and proposed to
test them during cold shutdowns if not tested.within the last 92 days.

2.2.3.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--The operability
test of the pumps during normal operation will require both pumps to be made
inoperable during the testing since they both have a common suction line.
Also, running the pumps for the Code required 5 minutes prior to data

|

collection at their rated 41 gal, per minute would not allow use of a
portablecontainer(i.e.,55 gal, drum). Due to the refilling and !
measurement of the test tank the necessity of flusHng the sodium
pentaborate solution from the suction lines which requires the chemistry

i
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,

', department to perform sampling prior to discharge to the suppression pool,
the time required to perform testing of both pumps could easily exceed the
short time (8 hr.) allowed for the limiting condition for operation. This
system would also require manual realignment of valves inside containment
should emergency conditions require system operation duri,4 testing.
Containment may not be accessible during an accident for this required
manual valve realignment.

Alternate Testino: The pun:ps will be tested during cold shutdown if not
performed within the previcus 92 days.

2.2.3.1.2 h Lluation The SLC pumps function to inject chemical
poison into the reactor vesrel to shut down the reactor following an
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS). The licensee has stated that
testing both of these pumps quarterly during power operation results in
enteringaTechnicalSpecificationLimitingConditionforOperation(LCO)
(for having both SLC subsystems inoperable), which could cause a plant
shutdown due to the time required by the licensee's procedures for refi1*iing
the test tank, flushing the subsystems, and sampling water chemistry.

The required valve lineup for testing either SLC subsystem, which
directs condensate water to the SLC pump suctions and th9 discharge to a
test volume, renders the SLC system inoperable. Plant Technical
Specifications specifically allow up to 8 hours operation in this
condition. However, it appears that the untested subsystem can be returned

I to operability as soon as the normal valve lineup for the subsystem under
test is restored and with only one subsystem of SLC inoperable plant
Technical Specifications allow the licensee 7 days to returt it to service

l or commence plant shutdown. After the tesud subsystem has been flushed,
tested, and returned to service, the other subsystem car, se tested in
similar fashion.

Chemical contamination of the pump suction lines with sodium
pentaborate presents a significant concern to the licensee. Chemical

sampling of the system as well as the flushing of these lines per plant
administrative test procedures contributes greatly te, the test duration.
Based on testing of this system at similar plants and a review of- the system

13
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j prints the reviewer believes the SLC pumps can be individually tested and at - .
*

| 1 east one subsystem can be returned to service well within the 8.hr
'

| Technical Specification LCO. However, this might require that the
! procedures for inservice testing of these pumps be evaluated and revised, as

necessary, to ensure timely completion.

| These are standby pumps and are not subjected to the degree of
service induced degradation seen by many constantly or frequently operated
pumps. Further, the current test procedures could result in an unnecessary'

,

plant shutdown if these pumps are required to be tested quarterly. This

| would impose a hardship on the licen,ec. Therefore, interim relief from
| testing these pumps quarterly, for a period of six months while the licensee

evaluates and revises' the SLC pump test procedures, should have little J

'

negative impact on plant safety or the determination of pump operational
readiness in the interim and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
test frequency requirements.

Since testing these pumps quarterly could result in an unnecessary
pit.nt shutdown and considering the licensees proposal interim relief should
be granted from the Code test frequency requirements for a period of six
months.

2.3 Service Water Pumos

2.3.1 Inlet Pressure

2.3.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested-re' lief from
measuring inlet pressure for the standby service water pumps, ISWP P2A,
P29. -P20, and P20, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI.

Table IWP 31001, Note 1, and proposed to_ calculate pump inlet- pressure.-

2.3.1.1.1 Licensee's' Basis for Reauestina Relief--The suction
section of the pumps is submerged in the pumped fluid. There is no method
to measure the inlet pressure before and after pump startup. The fluiri
level above the purns will remain unchanged during the test. j

Alternate Testina: Calculate the_ pump inlet pressure from the
hydrostatic head of fluid above the pump iclet at the time of test.

14
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2.3.1.1.2 Evaluation..These service tater pumps are vertical
|

p
,

submerged suction type with no intake piping or inlet pressure measurement
instrumentation. Direct measurement of pump inlet pressure is impractical.,

To directly measure running pump inlet pressure would require significant
system design changes, which would be costly and burdensome to the
licensee. The licensee's proposed alternate method, calculating pump
suction pressure based on the height of water above the suction point, can2

give adequate information for evaluating pump operational readiness and
present a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements, provided the
determination is at least as accurate as the Code requires for flow rate
measurement.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code requirements
is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and the burden on
the licensee if the Code requirements are imposed, relief should be granted
provided the inlet pressure calculation meets the accuracy requirements of

Table IWP 4110-1 for direct measurements (i2%).

2.4 Fuel Oil Transfer Pumos

! 2.4.1 Inlet Pressure
|

2.4.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
measuring inlet pressure on the diesel generator fuel oil transfer pumps,
IEGF PIA, PIB, and -Plc, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,
Table IWP-3100-1, Note 1, and proposed to calculate pump inlet pressure.

2.4.1.1.1
'

Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief -The suction
section of the pumps is submerged in the pumped fluid.- There is no method

to measure the inlet pre.isure before and after pump startup. The fluid
level above the pumps wili remain unchanged during the test.

i

Alternate Testino: Calculate the pump inlet pressure from the
hydrostatic head of fluid above the pump inlet at the time of test.

2.4.1.1.2 Evaluation -The diesel fuel oil transfer pumps take
their suction directly from the fuel oil storage tanks and their inlet

15
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| pressure is due to the level of fuel oil in the tank above the pump inlet. *

; They have no intake piping or inlet pressure measurement instrumentation,
! therefore, direct measurement of pump inlet pressure is impractical. To

; ob'ain dynamic pump inlet pressure. measurement would require significant
syst e design changes, which would be costly and burdensome to thei

licenset. The licensee's proposed alternate method, calculating pump inlet
pressure based on the height of fluid above the pump inlet, can give
adequate information for evaluating pump operational readiness and present a]

reasonable alternative to the Code requirements, provided the determination
is at least as accurate as the Code requires for flow rate measurement.4

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code requirements
is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and the burden on
the licensee if the Code requirements are imposed, relief should be granted

'

provided the inlet pressure calculation meets the accuracy requirements of-

Table IWP 41101 for direct measurements (12%).
i

2.4.2 Vibration Measurement

2.4.2.1 Relief Reauest. -The licensee has requested relief from
measuring vibration on the diesel generator fuel oil transfer pumps,
IEGF PIA, PIB, and Plc, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWP 4510 and proposed no alternate test.

2.4.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino R ]itf -The pumps aret

deeply submerged in the pumped fluid and are inaccessible to measure the!

vibration.

Alternate Testina Vibration will not be measured.

'

2.4.2.1.2 Evaluation These pwnps are submerged in the diesel
fuel oil storage tanks and are inaccessible for direct measurement of
vibration. Therefore, direct measurement of vibration is impracticable. 'To
obtain pump vibration measurements would require significant system design
changes, which would be costly and burdensome to the licensee. However,.

some method of evaluating the mechanical condition of these-pumps is
essential-tc making an adequate assessment of operational readiness. The- 4
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,.

; licensee's proposal does not provide a reasonable long ters alternative to
I' the Code requirements since it does not adequately evaluate these pumps'
; mechanical condition. However, since the licensee's testing of these pumps

'

gives some assurance of operational readiness and considering the assurances
gained from frequent Technical Specification surveillances of the diesel
generator fuel oil transfer subsystem, interim relief should be granted fromi

direct measurement of pump vibration for a period of one year or until the
next refueling outage, whichever is longer. During the interim period the
licensee should identify an appropriate method, such as evaluating pump
motor vibration and assigning reasonable acceptance criteria, so that
mechanical degradation of these purr.ps that may render them unable to perform
their safety function is identified :r.d sopropriate corrective action is
taken.

,

I
l

i
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3. VALVE TESTING PROGRAM
,

' The River Bend Station IST program submitted by Gulf States Utilities
! was examined to verify that all valves included in the program are subjected

to the periodic tests required by the ASME Code, Section XI,.and the NRC

| positions and guidelin6s. The reviewers found that, except as noted in-

| Appendix B or where specific relief from testing has been requested, these
valves are tested to the Code requirements and established NRC positions.

! Each Gulf States Utilities basis for requesting relief _ from the valve
y testing requirements and the' reviewer's evaluation'of that trquest is
! summarized below and grouped according to system and valve Category,

f

3.1 All' Svstems -

i

3.1.1 Itsndino Valve Stroke Times,

!

j 3.1.1.1 = Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
: trending the stroke time measurements for all power operated valves in'the
j IST program except solenoid-operated 'and testable check' valves, .in-

accordancewiththerequirementsofSectionLXI..ParagraphIWV3417(a),and
has proposed to utilize acceptance based on. deviation from a reference !

| stroke time in monitoring valve degrtdation.
,

{

3.1.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief Valves that are
l

degrading slowly, i.e., hardening of motor operator grease, etc.,= are !

capableofmeetingtheacceptancecriteriaofIWV3417(a)andgoing
undetected as having a problem.- Therefore, reference values.will be.used in
lieu of the last measured previous test stroke time-required by the code.

Alternate Testino: Reference valpes -for power operated valve stroke -

times will be established when the valves are known'to be operating _
acceptably. The acceptable range ~ will be plus or minus 257, of the reference

,

value for valves with stroke times greater than 10 seconds and plus or-minus
505, of the reference <alue for valves with stroke times less than or equal
to 10 seconds. If the stroke time exceeds this range but'.is below the

1

maximum allowabl.e stroke time, test frequency shall be increased to once-
1
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each month until corrective action is.taken. Note that closure stroke times '

greater than the maximum allowable stroke time will require the valve to be
imediately declared inoperable.

3.1.1.1.2 Evaluation -Basing the trending of stroke times for
power operated valves on the stroke time measured for a valve during its |

previous test can permit the gradual degradation of a valve over an extended'

period of time without taking any action until the limiting value of
full-stroke time is exceeded. If the measured stroke time increases at a
rate of 24% or less per test for valves with full-stroke times greater than
10 seconds or 49% or less per test for those valves with full-stroke times
less than or equal to 10 seconds, no additional testing or valve evaluation
is required until the limiting value of full-stroke time is exceeded. This
could result in significant valve degradation before action is taken. There

are no Code guidelines on setting limiting values of full stroke time for
power operated valves, however, GL 89 04, Attachment 1. Position 5, doer
provide guidance and should be utilized when establishing the maximum
limiting value of full stroke time for power operated valves.

The licensee's proposed alternate testing method of establishing
reference stroke times for power operated valves and taking corrective
action when the measured stroke time differs from the reference value by

l i25%, for valves whose reference values are grer.ter than 10 seconds, or ISO %

j for values whose reference values are less than or equal to 10 se::onds. is
| more conservative than the Code requirements. This method does not pc mit

the continued gradual degradation of valves without taking corrective
action. If the measured stroke time of a valve varies by more than the
allowable 25% or 50%, the valves will be considered in " Alert" and will be
evaluated and tested monthly until the valve ~is declared inoperable or

| repaired. This method can require action based on a decrease in valve

! stroke time as well as on an increase. Therefore, the licensee's proposal-

gives adequate assurance of operational- readiness and provides an acceptable-
level of quality.

'

Based on the determination that the licensee's proposed testing method
'

provides and acceptable level of quality, relief should be granted from the
Section XI requirements of IWV-3417(a) as requested.

,
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3.1.2 Containment isolation Yahn
.

3.1.2.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from leak
testing all primary containment isolation valves in accordance with the
requirements of Section XI, Paragraphs IWV 3420 through 3427, and sroposed
to leak test these valves in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J and
administrative guidelines.

3.1.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief Containment
isolation valve leak rate testing will be conducted pursuant to Appendix J.

'

The lim'tations of Appendix J shall be met. Adherence to these conditions
limits overall leakage to less than that allowed by ASME IWV 34213427.
Therefore, the River Bend Leak Rate Program will provide for a more limiting
and a more conservative overall leak program.

The River Bend Leak Rate Program will also proceduralize an
administrative maximum allowable leak re.te for all valves required to be
Type 'C' tested pursuant to 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. The program will also
set administrative guidelines based on test results once a sufficient number
of tests have been performed. This analysis will be used to determine,

predicted failures and rate of degradation, if any. Results will be used to
enhance predictive maintenance and allow River Bend flexibility in order to
comply with ALARA concerns and maximum utilization of resources. Guidelines
will also be set as to maximum allowable predicted leak rate based on past
performances. Correctiu action shall be taken whenever a tested valve
exceeds the maximum allowable leak rate as set forth by the River Bend Leak
RateProgram(ReferenceANSI/ASMEOM10,Section5223).

Alternate Testina: Conduct containment isolation valvo leak rate
testing in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, and River Bend leak rate
guidelines as expressed above.

3.1.2.1.2 Evaluation--NRC GL 89 04 addresses containment
isolation valve testing in Position 10 and describes the testing that must
be performed to obtain relief from the Code requirements. The leak test
procedures and requirements for containment isolation valves identified by
10 CFR 50, Appendix J, are essentially equivalent to those contained in

|
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Section XI, Paragraphs IWV 3421 through 3425. Appendix J, Type C, leak *

L

rate testing adequately determines leak-tight integrity of these valves.

Requiring leak rate testing containment isolation valves in accordance
with the requirements of both Appendix J and Sectiois XI, Paragraphs IWV 3421
through -3425, would impose a hardship on the licensee since it would be a

duplication of effort with little.or no increase in quality or safety.
However, the 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, leak testing does not trend or establish
corrective actions based on individual valve leakage rates as required by
Paragraphs IWV 3426 and 3427.

Neither the licenjee's Technical Specification limits, the collective
criteria of Appendix J, nor proposed administrative limits has been shown to
provide adequate assurance of individual component operational readiness as
provided by Paragraph IWV 3426. The collective criteria of Appendix J have
not been demonstrated more appropriate since those may allow a single valve
to be significantly degraded. Technical Specification leakage rate limits
are assigned to limit site boundary radiation doses to within-the limits of
10 CFR 100 during.and following an accident and are not intended to evaluate
degradation of single components. Therefore, those limits are not adequate.
to replace the ASME Code specified limits, which are component oriented and-
designed to monitor and take corrective actions based on changes in
component performance. The licensee's administrative limits, which when
exceeded may initiate corrective action, have not been shown to be more-
conservative or equivalent to the Code. requirements. Therefore, the
licensee must comply with the requirements of Paragraph IWV 3426.

'

I
,

'

| Thelicenseehas'notdemonstratedthattheParagraphIWV3427(a)
i

! requirements are impractical._ However, the NRC staff agrees that an '

!

acceptable level of safety will be achieved-if the requirements of
IWV-3427(b)arenotimposedsinceIWV-3427(b)-forcontainmentisolation
valves does not provide useful information for evaluating valve condition.

| Therefore, the licensee must test.the listed containment isolation valves to
'

AppendixJ,TypeC,requirementsandcomplywithIWV-3426and-3427(a)to
obtain relief from the Code requirements.: 1

| |
;

, ,
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5

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code requirements
is impractical and that leak testing in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, provides a reasonable alternative to the requirements of

I Faragraphs IWV 3421 through 3425 and considering the burden on the licensee
of leak testing these valves to both Section XI and Appendix J, relief
should be granted from the requirements of Paragraphs IWV 3421 through
3425, provided the licensee complies with the requirements of Paragraphs

IWV 3426 and 3427(a), as described in GL 89 04, Position 10, which'provides
an acceptablo alternative to the Code requirements.

3.1.3 Ranid Actino = Valves

3.1.3.1 R O ef Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from the
stroke timing requirements of Section XI,- Paragraph IWV-3417, for all i

direct acting solenoid operated valvos in the IST program and proposed'to
apply a maximum stroke time limit of two seconds to these valves as well as
an alert limit of one second.

3.1.3.1.1 Licsnsee's Basis for Reauestino Relief Due to the high
operating speed of this type of valve, the stroke time measured is due to-
the reaction time of the performer and is therefore meaningless. Applying a
50% time limit on such a short time interval will not provide an indication
if the valve is slow or the performer is slow.

Alternate Testina: The maximum allowable stroke time will be two-
seconds. If the measured stroke time falls between one second and two-

seconds, the test frequcncy shall be increased to once each month until
corrective action is taken. The stroke time is acceptable if it is measured
at less than.or equal to one second.

3.1.3.1.2 Evaluation- The licensee has proposed to assign a
maximum stroke time limit of two seconds'to rapid-acting solenoid valves in
their IST program and to take corrective action if that limit is exceeded.
Additionally,thelicenseehasestablished.an" Alert'' range (1.sec$ stroke
time $2 see) where valve test frequency will be increased to monthly untili

corrective action is taken. This proposal is more conservative than NRC
i

1
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staff Position 6 in GL 89 04 on Stroke Time Measurements for Rapid Acting
Valves and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements,

i Therefore, relief should be granted from the Code requirements as requested,

i

I 3.1.4 Samole Disassembly 1

|
'

3.1.4.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from,

the exercise test method and frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV 3521, for various Category C valves including IE12*VF084A

I thru C and IE12*VF085A thru C, keep fill checks to the residual heat removal
pump discharge lines, and valves ICCP*V337 and V338, control rod pump
bearing cooler supply line checks, and has proposed a sample disassembly and
inspection program to demonstrate valve operability.

3.1.4.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief For valves that
; cannot be exercised during plant operation as specifically identified in the

Relief Request, the required full stroke exercise testing of the valves
i during normal operation would require the systems to be made inoperable.

The design of the associated system in each case is such that normal test

! methods are inadequate to confirm the test results. The valves are either-
} back to back with no test connection between them er the pipe segment cannot

be isolated. Therefore, these valves cannot be individually tested and,

verified operable by normal testing methods. An internal visual inspection,

and manual excrcise of the disk will verify operability. This disassembly -

'

requires a refueling outage in order to provide adequate time for planning
and implementation without impacting plant startup.

j Note: The new draft of ANSI /ASME OM-10, Section 5324c, allows disassembly
"

every refueling outage as an alternative to quarterly testing using normal-
test methods,

i Alternate Testina: An internal visual inspection and manual exercise
of the check valva disk in accordance with the following schedule:,

First refueling - all check valves listed.
.

Second and subsequent refuelings a sampling of the list of check.
'

valve consisting of one valve from each of the five designated groups

3
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! of valves which are grouped by si ilar design (manufacturer, size.
L. model number, and materials of construction) and having similar service
| conditions.
i

A different valve of each group is required to be disassembled,
inspected, and manually full stroked at each refueling until the entire
group has been tested. If it is found that the disassembled valve's
full stroke capability is in question, the remainder of the valves in
that grou3 must also be disassembled, inspected, and manually
full stro<ed at the same outage.

VALVE LIST
,

Valye Iy.3,t ligg Gr.g.ug

'

ICCP*V337 1 2" l
'

ICCP*V338 1 2" 1
IDFR*V78 2 4" 2 i
1DFR*V79 2 4" 2
IDFR*V87 -2 4" 2
IDFR*V88 2: 4" 2,

IDFR*V97 2 4" 2
'

IDFR*V98 2 4" 2
IDFR*V107 2 4" 2
1DFR*V108 2 4" 2
IDFR*Vll7 2 4" 2

.

'
IDFR*Vil8 2 4" 2
IDFR*V127 2 4" 2
10FR*V128 2 4" 2
1E12*VF084A,8,C (Note 1) 1 1.5" 3

| IE12*VF085A,BC(Note 1) 1 1.5" 3
| lE51*VF030 3 6" 6
! IHVK*V48 1 2" l
)

1HVK*V97 1 2" 1
ILSV*Vll4 1 1" 4 >

ILSV*V120 1 1" 4
ISVV*V122 1 1.5" 5
ISVV*V123 1 1.5" 5
ISVV*V129 1 1.5" - 5
ISVV*V130 1 1.5" 5

lY21 ;

1 'VCS060 A *13* Check valve 600 lb SH SAIDS GR II CS-body stellited
trim bolted cap piston type integral seat

l'

| 2 - VCH015 E *33* Check valve spring loaded 150 lb BH SA105 CS body
i ste111ted trim bolted cap piston. type renewable seat

3 VCWO15 0 *33* Check valve 150'1b BW A105 GR II CS body ste111ted
trim bolted cap _ swing type renewable seat

Note 1: For these check valves between the line fill pumps and the
process lines only gat of the pair of valves (l.e., VF084A and VF085A)
is required to be disassembled, inspected, and exercised._ However,-if

25' '
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the valve tested fails, then hath of the valves in the pair need to be $
disassembled, tested, and reworked if necessary.

3.1.4.1.2 Evaluation--The licensee has proposed to perform sample
disassembly and inspection of the above listed (total of 29) check valves.
These valves have been divided into groups and are evaluated in Sections
3.1.4.1.2, 3.1.4.2.2, 3.1.4.3.2, 3.1.4.4.2, and 3.1.4.5.2 of this report.
Many of these valves are in series with other check valves and there are no
intermediate test taps or other provisions, such as external position
indication, for verifying valve closure. However, disassembly and
inspection should be used to manually exercise check valves open and/or shut
only when full forward flow or reverse flow testing is impractical. The NRC
staff considers check valve disassembly and inspection to be a maintenance
procedure that is not a test and not equivalent to the exercising produced
by fluid flow as required by Section XI. This procedure has some risks
which may make its routine use as a substitute for testing undesirable when
some testing method is possible. Check valve disassembly is a vahable
maintenance tool that can provide a great deal of information about valve
internal condition and as such should be performed under the maintenance
program at a frequency comensurate with the valve type and service.

The licensee should ntively pursue the use of alternate testing
methods to full stroke exercise these valves, such as using non-intrusive

#

diagnostic techniques to demonstrate whether they swing fully open during
partial flow testing or closed when flow has ceased. In the interim, when:

valve operational readinets cannot practically be determined by observation
of system parameters, inspection may be used as an alternative, however, the
licensee should perform post maintenance testing (e.g., forward and reverse
flow closure testing) of each valve prior to returning it to servicei

following the disassembly and inspection procedure. As additional
experience is gained, the staff anticipates providing the industry with,

updated guidance on the subject as it relates to Code requirements and
particularly, as an improvement over the use of disassembly and inspection.

4 Check valves IE12*VF084A thru C and IE12*VF085A thru C are valves in
the keep fill lines to the residual heat removal pump discharge lines.

26
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These are series checks without intermediate test connections or external
position indicators. It is impractical to individually exercise them to the-

;

clostd position quarterly, during cold shutdowns, or during refueling
outages. System redesign and modification would be necessary to allow
reverse flow closure testin . 4 ,,*.ch of these valves, which would be costly
and burdensome to the licensw. Therefore, relief should be granted

i provided the licensee performs disassembly and inspection of these valves
per GL 89-04, Position 2, which provides an acceptable alternative to the
Code requirements.

It appears from system prints that limited testing of these valves is
practicable. The valve set consisting of valve 1E12*VF084A and series
partner IE!2*VF085A (VF0848 and VF0858, etc.) might be verified to close as
a pair quarterly during the pump test by observing upstream keep fill line
pressure for evidence of back leakage through these valves during the
associated RHR pump test. This test would give adequate as.urance of
operational readiness of the valve pair and provide an acceptable
alternative to the Code requirements provided that upon evidence of
excessive leakage through the pair both series valves are declared

| inoperable and repaired or replaced prior to return to service. If testing
| these valve sets as described above is practicable the licentee should
I submit a revised or new relief request for these valves.
|

| Check valves 1CCP*V337 and V338 might also be tested as a pair by
I establishing a reverse differential pressure across the pair and monitoring

back leakage. These valves are in the return line from the bearing coolers
for the control rod drive pumps and it is impractical to exercise them
during power operation or during cold shutdowns when cooling is necessary
for the reactor rceirculation pump seals. System redesign _and mo W eation
would be necessary to allow reverse flow closure testing of each of these
valves, which would be costly and burdensome to the licensee. Therefore,
relief should be granted provided the licensee performs disassembly and
inspection of these valves per GL 89 04, Position 2, which provides an
acceptable alternative to the Code requirements. If testing this valve set
using a method similar to that described above for valves IE12*VF084A thru C
and IE12*VF085A thru C is practicable the licensee should submit a revised
or new relief request for these va'ves.
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3.1.4.2 Relief Recuest. The licensee has requested' relief from
'

the exercise test method and frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IW 3521, for check valves,1HVK*V48 and V97, service water supply

'

to chilled water compression tank, and has proposed to utilize a check valve
sample disassembly and inspection program to demonstrate valve operability.

3.1.4.2.1 Licensee's Basis for Reouestina pelief See discussion
in Licensee's Basis for Requesting Relief, Section 3.1.4.1.1, of this report
for licensee's proposed disassembly and inspection program.

I
3.1.4.2.2 Evaluation See also Evaluation in Section 3.1.4.1.2 of |

this report regarding non-intrusive testing of check valves. Check valves
1HVK*V48 and V97 allow service water flow to the chilled water compression
tank, which is the suction source for the control building chilled water
pumps. The licensee has not specifically identified the technical concerns
that demonstrate that relief should be granted from the Code testing method
requirements under the provisions of 10 CFR 50. Additional information that
shows that testing is impractical or that requiring testing of these valves i

would cause a hardship cn the licensee without a compensating increase in |

safety is necessary to fully evaluate this relief request for valves
1HVK*V48 and V97. However, the licensee's proposal to disassemble and

inspect these valves should give adequate assurance of valve operational
readiness and provide a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements
during an interim period of six months while tb licensee evaluates the
feasibility of testing these valves and submits additional information for
NRC review.

3.1.4.3 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
the exercise test method and frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IW-3521, for check valve, IE51*VF030, RCic pump suction from the

suppression pool and has proposed to utilize a check valve sample
disassembly and inspection program to demonstrate valve operability.

3.1.4.3.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief--See discussion
in Licensee's Basis for Requesting Relief, Section 3.1.4.1.1, of this report
for licensee's proposed disassembly and inspection program.
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3.1.4.3.2 Evaluation See also Evaluation in Section 3.1.4.1.2 of
this report regarding non-intrusive testing of check valves. Valve

'

IE51*VF030 is the RCIC pump suction from the suppression pool. It appears
from the system prints that the closure function of this valve can be
verified by draining upstream of the valve with condensate storage tank head
on the downstream side of the valve disk. If practicable this closure test
should be performed at least each refueling outage. However, there is no
apparent method for full stroke exercising the valve open. The only full
flow path is into the reactor and the suppression pool water is relatively
poor quality with chemical contaminants that could damage reactor coolant
system heat transfer surfaces. The licensee should actively pursue
alternate methods of full-stroke exercising this valve. The licensee's
proposal to disassemble and inspect this valve each refueling outage should
give adequate assurance of operational readiness in the open position and
provide a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements provided the valve
is part stroke exercised open and closure capability is verified prior to
return to service. Therefore, relief should be granted provided the valve
is part stroke exercised open and closure capability is verified prior to
return to service.

3.1.4.4 Relief Reouest. The licensee has requested relief from
the exercise test method ano frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV 3521, for valves, ILSV*Vll4 and V120, MSIV leakage control

system accumulator suppl, check valves from compressor, and has proposed to
utilize a check valve sample disassembly and inspection program to
demonstrate valve operability.

3.1.4.4.1 Licensee's Basis for Renuestina Relief--See discussion
in Licensee's Basis for Requesting Relief, Section 3.1.4.1.1, of this report
for licensee's proposed disassembly and inspe'etion program.

3.1.4.4.2 Evaluation -See also Evaluation in Section 3.1.4.1.2 of
this report regarding non intrusive testing of check valves. Valves
ILSV*V114 and V120 are not series checks, however, they are not equipped
with test connections nor are they equipped with external operators or
position indicators. These valves must close to maintain pressure in the
main steam isolation valve positive leakage control accumulators. Closure
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of these valves might be verified by depressurizing the upstream side of the j
valve and monitoring the associated accumulator pressure for evidence of |

1eakage. The licensee has not demonstrated that relief should be granted
from the Code requirements under the provisions of 10 CFR 50 for these )1

valves. Additional information that shows that testing is impractical or 1

that requiring testing of these valves would cause a hardship on the l
4

licensee without a compensating increase in safety is necessary to fully
evaluate this relief request. However, the licensee's proposal to
disassemble and inspect these valves should give adequate assurance of valve

,

operational readiness and provide a reasonable alternative to the Code
requirements during an interim period of six months while the licensee
evaluates the featibility of testing these valves and submits additional
information for NRC review.

3.1.4.5 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
the exercise test method and frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV-3521, for the following check valves and has proposed to
utilize a check valve sample disassembly and inspection program to
demonstrate valve operability. '

Valve Valve Valve,

IDFR*V78 1DFR*V107 ISVV*V122
IDFR*V79 1DFR*V108 ISVV*V123
IDFR*V87 IDFR*Vll7 ISVV*V129
IDFR*V8B 10FR*Vll8 ISVV*V130
10FR*V97 1DFR*V127
IDFR*Yo8

3.1.4.5.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief- See discussion
in Licensee's Basis for Requesting Rel;ef, Section 3.1.4.1.1, of this report
for licensee's proposed disassembly and inspection program.

3.1.4.5.2 Evaluation See also Evaluation in Section 3.1.4.1.2 of
this report regarding non intrusive testing of check valves. These are

4

series check valves without intermediate test connections. It is

|_ impractical to individually exercise these valves to the closed position
' quarterly, during cold shutdowns, or refueling. outages. These valves are
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not equipped eith external operators or position indicatcrs and cannot be
tested in pairs to verify closure (their safety function). System redesign*

and modification would be necessary to allow reverse flow closure testing of
| each of these valves, which would be costly and burdensome to the licensee.
'

The licensee should actively pursue the use of alternate testing methods to
full-stroke exercise these valves, such as using non intrusive diagnostic
techniques to demonstrate that they swing fully closed when flow has ceased,
as discussed in Section 3.1.4.1.2 of this report.

The licensee has proposed to disassemble and inspect these valves on a
sample basis each refueling outage, however, the licensee has included
twelve valves in one group. Assuming an eighteen month refueling cycle,
each valve would be disassembled only once every eighteen years. This is
not in accordance with the NRC staff position on ' Alternative to Full Flow
Testing of Check Valves," in GL 89 04 and does not provide a reasonable
alternative to the Code requirements. Disassembling and inspecting these
valves on a sampling basis each refueling outage, provided it is performed
in accordance with GL 89 04, Position 2 gives adequate assurance of
operational readiness in the closed position and provides a reasonable
alternative to the Code requirements. Therefore, relief should be granted

I provided the licensee complies with the requirements of GL 89-04,
Position 2, for these valves.

3.2 Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System

3.2.1 Cateaory A/C Valves

'

3.2.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valve 1Cll-VF122, control rod drive containment isolation check,
in accordance with the test frequency requirements of Section XI, Paragraph

l IWV-3521,andproposedtoverifyclosure(itssafetyposition)duringleak
! testing each refueling outage.

1
1 3.2.1.1.1 Licensee's Bisis for Reauestino Relief--This system is

not designed for exercise testing of this check valve. The safety function
of this valve is to prevent containment leakage. Successful performance of
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the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that the valve is ,

perfoming its fun: tion.

Alternate Testina: Perfom a containment local leak rate test on this
valve every refueling outage.

3.2.1.1.2 Evaluation -It is impractical to exercise and verify
this valve closed during power operation or cold shutdowns when either
reactor recirculation pump is operating. This check valve is in the seal
water supply path to these pumps and seal water flow must be maintained-
during operation to prevent seal damage or reduced seal 1tfe. This valve is
not equipped with external position indication or an external operator.
System redesign and modification would be necessary to low testing this
valve closed during pump operation and would be costly and burdensome to th
licensee. The only practical means for verificat'on of closure is by leak
testing the valve, which requires establishing a reverse differential
pressure on the valve. Local leak rate testing of this valve during
refueling outages gives adequate assurance of operational readiness and
provides a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code requirements
is impracticable and considering the burden on the licensee if the Code
requirements were imposed and the licensee's proposed testing frequency,
relief should be granted as requested,

f 3.2.2 Cateaerv B Valves
!

3.2.2.1 Relief Recuest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising and stroke timing valves 1C11-A0V126 and -A0V127, control rod

scram inlet and outlet, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,
Paragraphs IW 3411 and -3413(b), and proposed to verify proper valve
operation during the perfomance of individual control rod scram testing in
accordance with plant Technical Specifications,

i

!

3.2.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Recuestino Relief- Exercise and
stroke time testing of the valves would require scramming the associated
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control rod during power operation. The stroke time testing of the scram
'

valves is cdequately performed by the CR0 scram time, and rod motion would
be inhibited by failure of the valves to seat. This confirms valve % 38
closes. Improper operation of any of the other valves will also adversely
affect the CRD scram time. A surveillance test confirms th'. the CR0 scram
accumulators hold pressure for a minimum period of time.

Alternate Testina: Scram testing of the associated control rod drive
as required by Technical Specificatic.1s 4.1.3.P.c of at least once per 120
days will prove proper operation cf thc subject valves. Acceptable scram

times will be the acceptance criteria for the subject valves for exercising
and stroke timing. This alternate testing is in cor.formance with NRC
Generic letter 89 04, Attachment 1, Item 7, for alternate testing of
individual CRD "alves in BWRs.

3.2.2.1.2 Evaluation -These valves cannot bu exercised without
causing the associated control rod to scram and they must operate properly
in order that the associated control rod meets the scram insertion time
limits defined in the Technical Specifications. Testing all these valves
each quarter is impractical since it would result in excessive the wear of
the control rod drive mechanisms and expose the reactor core to an exr 1sive
number of rapid reactivity transients. Additionally, systen modifications
would be necessary to allow direct stroke timing of these valves, which
would be costly and burdensome to the licensee.

The licensee has stated that their alternate testing for these valves
| will be performed in accordance with GL 89 04, Attachment 1, Position 7, on

Testing Individual Control Rod Scram Valves in Boiling Water Reactors
(BWRs), which provides a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with '.he Code requirements
is impracticable and considering the burden on the licensee if the Code
requirements are imposed and the licensee's proposal to couly with
GL 89 04, Position 7, relief should be granted as requested

|
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| 3.2.3 Cateaory C Valves

|

3.2.3.1 Relief Reauest. The-licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves IC11-V114, control rod scram discharge header check,
ICll V115, accumulator charging header check, and IC11 V138, scram

accumulator cooling water check valve in accordance with the test frequency4

requirements of Section XI, Paragraph WY-3521, and proposed to verify
operability per plant Technical Specifit,ations and in conformance with-

,

; GL 89 04, Position 7.

3.2.3.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief -Exercise and
stroke time testing of the valves would require scramming the associated,

control rod during power operation. The stroke time testing of the scram
valves is adequately performed by the CRD scram time, and rod motion would
be inhibited by failure of the valves to. seat. This confims valve V138
closes. Improper operation of any of the other valves will also adversely
affect the CRD scram time. A surveillance test confirms that the CRD scram-

; accumulators hold pressure for a minimum period of time. This also confirms
that valve Vll5 closes.

!

| Alternate Testina: Scram testing of the associated control rod drive

| as required by Technical Specifications 4.1.3.2.c of at least once per 120
! days will prove proper operation of the subject valves. Acceptable scram

i

times will be the acceptance criteria for the subject valves for exercising
and stroke timing. Valve V138 will be tested on the same frequency as the
air operated scram valves. Valve V115 is confirmed closed during the
accumulator pressure decay test performed per Technical _ Specification
4.1.3.3.b every refueling. This alternate testing is in conformance with
NRC Generic Letter 89 04, Attachment 1, Item 7,- for alternate testing of
individual CRD valves in BWRs.

3.2.3.1.2 Evaluation Valve ICll Vll4 . control rod scram ,

! discharge header check is located in the scram discharge line and must open-
|- to allow the control rod to scram. Proper operation is verified during I

control rod scram testing if the' associated control rod leets the scram-
insertion time limits defined:in the Technical Specif' ations. Testing all

I
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these valves each quarter is impractical since it would result in excessive
,

the wear of the control rod drive mechanisms and expose the reactor core to
an excessive number of rapid reactivity transients. Modifications to allow
more frequent testing of thtse valves would be costly and burder.some to the
licensee.

Valve ICll Vil5, accumulator charging header check is located in_ the
accumulator charging water line and must close when the associated control
rod is scramme'l to prevent diversion of flow away from the scrnn flow path
in the event the accumulator charging header became depressurized. However, 1

since this valve is not equipped with position indication, the only
practicable method available to verify closure is the licensee's proposed
accumulator pressure decay test, which is performed in accordance with
Technical Specifications. Since the charging header must be depressurized
for the performan:e of this test it is impractical to perform this test
quarterly or at any time during plant operation. Modifications to allow
more frequent testing of these valves would be costly and burdensome to the
licensee.'

Valve ICll-V138 is the accumulator cooling water chr:k and must close
to allow normal control rod motion. it is a simple check valve with no
remote indication of valve position. The licensee has indicated that this
valve will be exercised closed at the same frequency as.the air operated
scram valves (-A0V126 and A0V127), however, the licensee has not stated how

this valve will be verified to close or shown that it is impractical to
; exercise this valve at least quarterly. Testing this valve in accordance

with Gl. 89 04, Position 7, provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
requuements.

L
Tha licensee has stated that their alternate testing for these valves,

| will be uerformed in accordance with GL 89 04, Attachment 1, Position 7, on

| Testing 1.Tdividual Control Rod Scram Valves in Boiling Water Reactors

(BWRs), which provides a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Cooe requirements
is impracticaou and considering the burden on the licensee if the Code
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'

requirements are imposed and the licensee's proposal to comply with ;
'

GL 89 04, Position 7, for these valves, relief should be granted as
requested.

3.3 Reactor Recirculation System

3.3.1 Cateaory A/C Valves

3.3.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves 1833 VF013A and -VF013B, reactor recirculation pump
inboard seal water supply checks, and 1833 VF017A and -VF0178, reactor
recirculation pump outboard seal water supply checks, in accordance with the
requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to verify
closure (their safety position) during performance of the drywell bypass
leakage testing each refueling outage.

3.3.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Recuestino Relief The system was
not designed for exercise testing'of the check valves. The safety function
for the valves is to prevent drywell bypass leakage. V.11ves VF013A and B

are located in the drywell which h inaccessible during operation. Testing
recirc pump seal isolation valves during operation would shut off cooling
flow to the recire pump and motor bearings resulting in damage to both
recire pumps and a forced plant shutdown as a result of Tech. Spec for loss
of reactor recirc pump.

Successful performance of the drywell bypass leakage test will
demonstrate that the valves are perforring their safety function. Due to
the complexity of this test requiring extensive valve tagout, lineup, and
time (more than two days) to prepare for and' perform, the drywell bypass
leakage test, along with exercising these valves, will be performed during
refueling outages. The open position is verified during normal- operation of
the system.

Alternate Testina: Perform the drywell bypass leakage test.

3.3.1.1.2 Evaluation -These valves are in the seal water supply
~

lines to the reactor recirculation pumps. It is impractical to exercise
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l these valves closed during power operction or during cold' shutdowns then a
! reactor recirculation pump is operating because this would cause a loss of

| seal water flow to the pump, which could result in recirculation pump seal
failure or greatly reduced seal life. Significant system redesign would be
necessary to allcw quarterly testing of these valves in the clo::ed position,
which would be costly and burdensome to the licansee. Additionally,

'

performing this test during told shatdowns would require the shutdown of the
reactor recirculation pumps and cculd result in delaying the return '.o power
which would be costly and burdensome to the licensee.

Testing these valves en.h refueling outage provides a reasonable
alternative to the Code frequency requirements. However, the drywell bypass
leakage test does not adequately evaluate the condition of the valve pair
since it does not evtluate the pair individually. Since these are
Category A/C valves the licensee is required to leak test these valves in
accordance with IWV 3420 every two years. This test can adequately
demonstrate the closure capability of the valve pair and is an acceptable
test method. If there is evidence of excessive leal: age through the pair
both valves should be repaired or replaced prior to return to service. The

licensee's test frequency provides a reasonable alternative to the Code test
frequency requirements and testing these valves as a pair in accordance with
IWV-3420 provides an acceptable alternative to the Code method requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposed
alternate tesi frequency and the burden on the licensee if the Code

I
requirements are imposed, relief should be granted from the test frequency
requirements of IWV-3521 as requested, provided the licensee tests this
valve pair in accordance with IWV-3420,

3.4 Condensate Makeus, Storaae, and Transfer Systems

3.4.1 Cateaory A/C Valves

|

| 3.4.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valve ICNS V86, containment condensate supply check, in

accordance with the test frequency requirements of Section XI, Paragraph
|
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|
,

I IW 3521, and proposed to verify closure (its safety position) during leak

| testing each N fueling outage.

|
3.4.1.1.1 1.igggigg's Basis for Reauestina Relief This system is

! not designed for exercise testing of this check valve. The safety function
' of this valve is to prevent containment leakage. Successful performance of

the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that the valve is
performing its function.

,

!

Alternate Testina: Perform a local leak rate test on this valve every
refueling outage.

3.4.1.1.2 Evaluation -This is a simple check valve located inside
containment. It is not equipped with position indication. Installation of
position indication would require system redesign and modifications, which

,

would be expensive and burdensome to the licensee. The only method

available to verify closure of this valve is to establish a pressure
differential across it and to perform a leak test. Testing this valve
requires entry into containme.it, system reconfiguration, and~ hook up of
special test equipment, which is impractical to perfom quarterly during
power operation. Performing this test during cold shutdowns could result in
delaying the return to power which would be costly and burdensome to the
licensee. Leak rate testing this valve each refueling outage gives adequate
assurance of operational readiness and provides a reasonable alternative to
the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the burden on the licensee if
the Code requirements are imposed and the licensee's proposed test

| frequency, relief should be granted as requested.

3.5 Feedwater System

3.5.1 .Cateaor/ A/C Valves

3.5.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves IB21 YF010A, VF0108, reactor feedwater header inboard
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checks, -VF032A, and -VF0328, reactor.feedwater header outboard checks, in-
accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraphs IWV 3411 and--

-3521, and proposed to verify their closure during refueling outages.

3.5.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief--The exercise
testing of these valves during normal operation would interrupt feedwater'

flow to the reactor resulting in a reactor scram due to low reactor water
level and engineered safety feature actuation on low low reactor water
level. An isolation of both feedwa.ter lines during-power operation will
scram the reactor on low water level. Isolation of a single line above 5%

'

power is not recommended by GE due to thermal stress to the reactor pressure
vessel. The exercise testing of the valves during cold shutdown would
require a RHR shutdown cooling loop to-be inoperable. Technical
Specifications require at least one loop of shutdown cooling in operation
and one loop in standby and operable in Mode 4 (cold _ shutdown). Testing
these valves would cause the affected RHR loop to.become inoperable and-
results in a reduction in plant sa''ty and entrance into a Limiting
Condition for Operation.

Alternate Testino: An Sxercise test for each valve every ' refueling
outage when there is greater than 23 ft of water over the reactor pressure
vessel flange.

3.5.1.1.2 Evaluation -The safety-related function of these four

| check valves is to shut to isolate the reactor feedwater headers and open to
provMe a return flow path during shutdown cooling operation. ~ They can be
verified open quarterly during power operation but it is impractical to
exercise them shut at this frequency because this requires interruption of|

l

rea'.ter feedvater flow and could result in a reactor trip. Additionally, iti

is impractical to exercise these valves closed during cold shutdowns because
! it requires leak rate testing. Leak testing these valves is very difficult

end renuires that the header under test be made inoperable and drained
before leek testing the associated valves. This test method could de'.ay ;

reactor startup due to the length of time required to drain the header and
process the water through the radwaste system.

|
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Also, since the reactor water cleanup system return _ flow path is- ,

through these valves, the reactr'r v;ter cleanup system must be removed from
service while leak testing and W or vessel chemistry control could be,

lost which, in turn, could delay reactor startup because the Technical
Specification chemistry limitations must be satisfied prior to startup.

l

Delaying plant startup would be costly and burdensome to the licensee. The l
licensee's proposal to exercise these valves each refueling outage gives |
adequate assurance of operational readiness and provides a reasonable |

'alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code frequency
requirements is-impracticable and considering the burden on the licensee if
the Code frquency requirements were imposed and the licensee's proposed
test frequency, relief should be granted as requested.

3.6 Main Steam System

3.6.1 Cateaory A/C Valves

3.6.1.1 Eglip Reauest. The licensee has requested rf, af frca
exercising valves ISW-9 and -31, main steam safety / relief ea'.ve
accumulators instrument air supply isolation checks, closed in accordance
with the test frequency requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IW-3521, and
prooosed to verify valve closure (their safety position) during leak testing
at refueling outages,

l

3.6.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--Testing' these
valves requires access to the drywell where they are located.- Thore is no
access to the drywell during normal plant' operation. Testing the valves
during cold shutdawns would cause the loss of high pressure core spray
suction aut. transfer from the condensate storage tank to the suppression
pool and since supression pool grade water is of lower qut'ity, it is an
undesirable event causing an extension of the outage due to required cleanup
of the cdditional water. Also, any ECCS available during an outage is
crucial as maintenance and testing limit the number of required ECCS'
available. The suppressio.n pool levei instrumentation that initiates this

40
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action is supplied air from this system.. Finally, ALARA concerns are an 4
,

important reason for not performing the testing during cold shutdowns, i.e.,
up to 2 man rem exposure is likely even after waiting 60 days for decay.
The valver are closed and tested for leak _ tightness every refueling outage.

|
: 1

Alternate Testina: Leak-test every refueling outage. This also ;
I verifies the valves close.
|
!

3.6.1.1.2 Evaluation--The licensee's stater:.ent that these valves
are inaccessible during power operation appears to be incorrect because, <

according to the P& ids provided 'for the IST program review, the valves and

associated test connections are located inside the containment but outside
the drywell. The containment is accessible on a routine basis during power
operation while the drywell is not. >

i

The licensee's discussion of the water source for the HPCS is not
'

consistent with the information provided at the working meeting where it was
I. stated that lo- of instrument air to the suppression pool level indication

results in an automatic shift of the HPCS suction from the condensate
storage tank to the suppression pool and not just a loss of the automatic
suction shift function as stated in-this relief request basis.

Full-stroke urcising these air supply check valves during cold
shutdowns appens feasible-because they are accessible, the HPCS suction

q
source, the clean condensate storage tank, can be maintained, ani the' '

safety / relief valves are not required to be operable. These air supply
check valves should not be full-stroke exercised during power operation
because interrupting the air supply to the safety / relief valves could affect
safety / relief functioning if difficulties are encountered during the check
valve testing.

,

|

Since the licensee has not demonstrated that compliance with.the Code
frequency requirements _ is impracticable, relief should not be-granted as
requested.
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3.6.2 Cateoory B/C Valves *

3.6.2.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has-requested relief from
exercising the m&in steam safety / relief and automatic depressurization

system (ADS) valvas in accordance with the; frequency requirements'of
Section XI, Paragraph IWV 3411, and proposed to full-stroke exercise them
during refueling outages. The valves are:

IB21 RVF041A D IB21-RVF047A 0 IB21-RVF0510
l

IB?l RVF041F IB21-RVF047F 1821-RVF051C '

IB21-RVF041G 1821 RVF047G 1821-RVF051D
1321 RVF041L 1821 RVF047L 1821-RVF051G

3.6.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for neouestina Relief--The exercise
toeting of the valves every three months during operation would-interrupt
plant operation by suddenly reducing reactor pressure and adding heat to the
suppression pool. Technical 'aecification 4.5.1.e.2 requires testing the
valves which are part of th- atomatic depressurization system only once per
18 months. Safety relief valves (SRVs) have a history of leaking past the
seat during operations which causes the-temperature of the suppression pool
to rise. As there are sixteen (16) SRVs, this heating of the suppression
pool can be significant should these be any severe leakers. 'The technical

0specification 3.6.3.1 limit of 95 F in the suppression pool during
! operations is a legitimate concern especially in the sumer months when
! these is little cooling water delta.T margin available. Testing these
| valves increases the likelihood of trapping contaminants on the' seat thus
| permitting steam leakage and further steam cutting of the seat to occur.

Often, a nonleaking valve will begin to leak after exercising. Such

conditions may require shutdown of the reactor as a result of exacerbating
the situation by testing.

Also, in order to address the NRC concern described in NUREG-0737,

II.K 3.16 and NUREG 0626, Appendix B and F, challenges to SRVs failing to
close during testing and consequently leading to small-break LOCA car, be
returned by reducing the frequency of testing, j

Since these are main steam safety / relief valves, they will be
4

functionally tested in accordance with Technical Specification 4.5.1.e.2.

~
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Alternate Testina: The exercise testing of-the valves till be
performed following every' refueling' outage with steam pressure greater than
100 psig as delineated by the Technical _ Specifications for the ADS -valve
stroking. l

1

i 3.6.2.1.2 Evaluation--Operation of these valves during pows"
operation causes reactor pressure and power transients that could result in -
a reactor trip. These valves should not be. exercised quarterly during power I

operations as the' failure of one of these valves to close may result in a j

rapid depressurization and cooldown:of the reactor vessel (loss-of coolant
accident) and a reactor trip. NUREG 0626'" Generic Evaluation of. Feedwater

--Transients and Small Break-Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in GE-Designed
;

Operating Plants and Near Tenn Operating License Applications' recommends
~~

Ireduction of challenges to relief valves to lessen the risk of Small' Break
LOCA (see also NUREG 0737, Section II.K.3;16).-~Therefore, a reduced
frequency of testing these valves is__ appropriate.-

,

1

These valves must be exercised while the reactor isLat power because
reactor steam warms the valva-seating surfaces and aids .in preventing seat
damage and leakage. These valves should not be exercised when the reactor
is at low temperature and pressure during cold shutdowns because no reactor -

steam is available to warm them even though the valve operators are capable
of cycling the valve without steam pressure; JThe licensee's. proposal to:
full-stroke exercise these valves after refueling outages onf the return to
power operation with steam pressure greater than one hundred pounds per
squne inch gives adequate assurance of operational _ readines's and provides
an acceptable' level of safety.

Based on the determination that the licensee's proposed alternative
test frequency gives an acceptable level of. safety, relief should be grantedl

from the exercising frequency requirements as requested..

3.6.3 Cateuorv'C Valves

| 3.6.3.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested reliefe' rom
;

exercising valves-IB21-VF0788 and -VF078J, main steam safety / relief valve j-

.

'

|
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discharge line vacuum breakers, in accordance with the test frequency: '-

requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IW 3521. and proposed to full-stroke-
exercise them during refueling outages.

3.6.3.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief -These valves
are located approximately 30 ft above the nearest-drywell floor level and )
are accessible only by building scaffolding' to the valves. "The '

transportation, erection, and dismantling of scaffolding for-this purpose is i

too time consuming to-be practical during.most cold shutdown periods.
,

Alternate Testina: These valves wl11- be full stroke . exercised -during-
every refueling outage.

3.6.3.1.2 Evaluation- These: steam line' vacuum breaker checks t

valves are located inside the drywell- and -are not ewipped with operators or
external position indication. Drywell access is required to manually
exercise them. It is impractical to exercise these valves quarterly during

. ,

power operation because the drywell is not accessible. Additionally.-
testing these valves . requires-installation of scaffolding for valve access.

| Disassembly and removal of the scaffolding from the drywell when testing is-
complete is very time cor.suming and could delay reactor startup, which would

( be costly and burdensome to the licensee. ~ Requiring system redesign and; !

modification to allow testing these valves in3accordance with the Code test
frequency requirements would be' costly and burdens'ome to the licensee. - Th'e l
licensee's proposal to full-stroke exercise these valves.each refueling
outage gives adequate assurance of operational readiness 'and provides a
reasonable alternative'to the Code requirements.

3

i

Based on the-impracticability of complying with the code test frequency t

requirements and considering the licensee's proposed alternative =and the
burden on the licensee if the Code requirements were imposed, relief should
be granted.from the Code test frequency requirements as requested.

)

3.6.3.2 Relief Reauest. The,. licensee has requested : relief from
,
.

| . exercising the. ADS accumulator air supply. checks.. listed below closed in.
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accordance with the test frequency requirements of Section XI, Paragraph,

IWV 3521, and proposed to full-stroke exercise them during refueling
]

outages. '

.alve
_ Valve Valve

1821 VF036A IB21 YF036L IB21-VF036R
IB21-YF039E IB21 VF036F IB21-VF036M
1821 VF039B 1821-VF039H IB21 VF036G
1821-VF036N IB21 VF0390 IB21-VF039K
1821-VF036J IB21-VF036P IB21-VF039D
IB21-VF039S

,

3.6,3.2.1 Licensee's Ba W for Reauestina Relief--Testing these
valves requires access to the dry d : where they are located. These is no
access to the drywell during normal plant operation. Testing the valves
during cold shutdown would cause the loss of high pressure core spray
suction auto transfer from the condensate storage tank to the suppression
pool and since :uppression pool grade water is of lower quality, it is an
undesirable event causing an extensicn of the outage due to required cleanup
of the additional water. Also, any ECCS available during an outage is
crucial as maintenance and testing limit the number of required ECCS
available. The suppression pool level instrumentation that initiates this
action is supplied air from this system. Finally, ALARA concerns are an

! important retson for not perfonning the testing during cold shutdown, i.e., '

up te 2' man-rem exposure is likely even after waiting 60 days for decay..
The valves are closed and tested for leak tightness every refueling outage.

Alternate Testina: Leak test every refueling outage. This also
verifies the valves close.

| 3.6.3.2.2 Evaluation--These valves cannot be exercised s'arterly
'

because the instrument-air header inside the drywell must be <iepressurized
to seat them and this could affect operation of the ADS and safety / relief
valves. These valves cannot be exercised during cold !.intdowns because a
test gauge must be temporarily installed to monitor. pressure in each of the
accumulators to verify valve seating since each ac~mulator is not equipped
with a low pressure alarm. The time required ta r.irforr this installation-
for each of these valves could delay reactor startup, vaich would be costly
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1
and burdens a to the licensee, Full-stroke exercising these valves during J

refueling outhges when ample time is available to complete the testing
should demonstrate proper valve operability and provides a reasonable

i

alternative to the Code frequency requirements. '

Based on the determination that complying with the Code test frequency |

requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposed test '

frequency and considering the burden on the licensee if the Code test
frequency requirements are imposed, relief should be granted from the Code
test frequency requirements as requested.

3.7 Reactor Plant Closed Coolino Water Ssstem
,

3.7.1 Cateaory A/C Valves

3.7.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief _from
exercising valves ICCP-V118, reactor plant closed cooling water containment
supply check, and -V160, reector plant closed cooling water containment
return thermal relief check, in accordance with the requirements'of
Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to exercise -V160 open during
cold shutdowns and to verify closure of both during leak testing each
refueling outage.

3.7.1.1.1 Licensee's Bacis for Reauestino Relief--The -V160 valve
is a 3/4 in, check valve that relieves thermal pressure from between the
containment penetration valves back to the containment side of the anboard

isolation valve. This valve is exercised to the open position-during cold
l shutdowns.

The -V118 valve is installed in a system-not designed for testing. The

safety function of this valve is to orevert containment leakage. S.cescrful
performance of the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that
this valve is performing its safety functinn.

Alternate Testina: The 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, leak rate test every
1 refueling outage will verify closure..
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3.7.1.1.P Evaluation These valves cannot be exercised quarterly,

during power operation because they are located in the reactor plant closed
cooling water lines to and from containment. Exercising them requires
interrupting the cooling water flow to.the reactor recirculation pumps which
could cause pump and motor overheating and damage and is impracticable. The
V160 valve can be exercised open during cold shutdowns because the pumps

may be stopped, a water source will be used for testing, and no draining of ;

the cooling water system is required. . Verifying closure of both valves
would be burdensome during cold shutdowns because-testing sequires that the
system be dreined to perform the local leak rate tests which may-delay
reactor startup due to the tiini teouired to refill and vent the system prior
to returning it to service. This delay would be costly had burdensome to
the licensee. The licensee's proposal to verify the closure capability of
these valves each refueling outage during Appendix J 1eak testing gives
adequate assurance of operational m Sness in t' c cle"ad potit'.on and
provides a reasonable alternative <, Code test frequency requirements.

Based on the determination that complying with the Code requirements is
impracticable and considering the lie.ensee's proposal and the burden on the
licensee if these Code recuirements a.e imposed, relief should be granted
from the Code test frequency requirer 6enti as requested.

3.7.1.2 Relief Recuest. The licensee has requested. relief from
exercising valve ICCP-V119, reactor plant closed cooling drywell supply
check, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph

| IWV 3521, and proposed to verify cirure, (its safety position) during
performance of the drywell bypass leakage testing each refueling outage.

3,7.1.2.1 i.!T1see's Basis for Reauestino Relief--The system was
not designed for exen.'m testing of this check valve. Its safety function
is to prevent drywell bypass leakage. It'is located in the drywell and is
inaccessible during power operation. Testing this valve during operation
would shut off cooling flow to the reactor recirculation pump and motor
bearings resulting in damage to both pumps and a forced shutdown as a result

| of Technicd Specifications for loss of a reactor recirculation pump. Also,
i isolation of reactor plant closed cooling water to containment is required

which removes the reactor water cleanup heat exchangers fror.; service.

47
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Successful performance of the drywell bypass leakage test will -

demonstrate that this valve is performing its. safety function. Due to the
complexity of this test requiring extensive valve tagout, lineup, and time
(more than two days) to prepare for and perform, the drywell bypass leakage
test, along with exercising this valve, will be performed du-ing refueling
outages. The open position is verified during normal operation of the
system.

Alternate Testina: Perform the drywell bypass leakage test.

3.7.1.2.2 Evaluation--This valve cannot be exercised during power
operation because it is located in the reactor plant closed cooling water
supply to the reactor recirculation pump bearings. Exere.lsing this valve
requires interrupting the cooling water flow to both the pump and motor
bearings and could result in damage due to overheating - Closure
verification is impracticable during cold shutdowns because the system must <

be drained for leak testing, which could delay reactor startup due to the
time required to refill and vent the system prior to returning it to
service. Requiring system redesign and modification to allow-testing this
valve in accordance with the Code test frequency requirements would be
costly and burdensome to the licensee.

Testing this valve each refueling outage provides a reasonable
alternative to the Code frequency requirements. However, the ~drywell bypass
leakage test does not adequately evaluate the condition of this valve since
it does not evaluate valves individually. Since this is a Category A/C
valve the licensee is required to leak test it-in accordance with IWV-3420
every two years. This test adequately demonstrates the closure capability
of this valve and is en acceptable test method. The licensee's test
frequency provides a reasonable alternative to the Code test frequency

'

requirements, however, relief should not be granted from the Code specified
test method.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposed
alternate test frequency and the burden on the licensee if the Code
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requirements are imposed, relief should be granted from the test frequency
requirements of IWV-3521 as requested provid?d the licensee tests this valve.

in accordance with IWV 3420,

3.8 Service Water System

1

3.8.1 Cateaory A/C Valves

4

3.8.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from-
exercising valves _lSWP V174 and -V175, drywell coolers service water supply
checks, in accordance with the test frequency requirements of Section XI.-

. Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to verify opening during cold shutdowns and,

closure during leak rate testing each refueling outage.
_

3.8.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis- for Reauestino Relief--Te, tett the
check valves closed would required isolating the penetration 'or an extr.nded
period of time. This could prevent cooling the drywell durirg the-test if a
failure of the other service water loop occurred. During power operation,
this would cause a violation of the Technical Specification temperature

! limits.
|

Testing would require isolating the supply loop to verify the valve
j open. This would also allow the drywell temperature to exceed its current

| limits since it takes both loops of supply to keep the temperature within
limits. If the temperatures cannot be maintained within limits, the reactor
must be shut down.

1

Alternate Testina: The valves are verified open during cold shutdown
if not performed within the previous 92 ' days as allowed by IWV-3522. The

valves are verified to close by the performance of the containment iocal
leak rate test on each valve during every refueling outage.

3.8.1.1.2 Evaluation--These check valves are in the service water
supply lines to the drywell coolu s. They.are not equipped with external
operators or position indication. The only method available to verify these
valves' closure is leak testing, which the licensee has proposed to perforn;

,
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during refueling outages. It is impractical to verify these valves' closure- '

capability quarterly during power operation because service water cooling j
flow to the drywell cooling units cannot be interrupted without exceeding
the drywell temperature limitations. It would be costly and burdensome to-
require the licensee to verify these valves shut during cold shutdowns
because the time required to drain the headers and perform the leak testing
could delay reactor startup. Also, it appears that these valves are
verified open continuously by observing proper operatioa of the drywell
cooling units in maintaining proper drywell temperatures. The licensee's
proposal to verify these valves' closure capability by _ performance of local i

leak rate testing during refueling outages gives adequate assurance of
operational readiness and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code

'

frequency requirements.

Based on the determination that complying with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden on the licensee if these Code frequency requirements are imposed,
relief should bc granted from the Code test frequency requirements as
requested.

3.8.2 Cateaory A Valves

3.8.2.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
full-stroke exercising valves ISWP MOV503A and -MOV503B, ventilation chilled
water return service water cross connections, in accordance with the test
frequency require.ments of Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3411, and proposed to

full-stroke exircise and stroke time them during each refueling outage.

3.8.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief--Exercising
these valves during normal plant operation would result in impurities from
the standby service water system being introduced into the essentially pure
ventilation chilled water system. Testing during refueling will allow
sufficient time to establish provisions to prevent cross contamination
and/or sufficient time to restore normal water purity if cross contamination
does occur.

4
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Alternate Testina: An exercise test for these valves every refueling
outage.,

3.8.2.1.2 Evaluation -These valves should not be exercised
without isolating the appropriate portions of each water system to prevent
cross connecting the clean system with the rn water service water system. >

The ventilation chilled water system is maintained clean and isolated from
j

the service water system to prevent fculing of heat transfer surfaces and
equipment degradation. Exercise testing these valves is impractical to
perform durhg power operation because the service water configuration
required for testing could result in excessive drywell temperatures due to
reduced service water flow. (See also Section 3.8.1.1 of this report for a
discussion of drywell Technical Specification temperature limitations.) It

would be burdensome to require the licensee to exercise these valves during
cold shutdowns because. reactor startup could be delayed while the purity of
the clean ventilation chilled water system was restored if service water-
were to enirm the chilled water syster. The licensee's proposal to exercise
thase valves each refueling outage gives adequate assurance of operational
readiness and providec a reasonabl. alternative to the Code frequency
rnquirements.

Based on the determination that complying with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden on the licensee if these Code frequency requirements are imposed,
relief sho:Id be granted from the Code test frequency requirements as
requested.

3.8.3 hipporv B Valves

3.8.3.1 Relief Recuest. The licensee has requested relief from

exercising valves ISWP-MOV510A and -M0V5108, reactor plant component cooling -
|

water service water supply cross connection, ISWP-MOV504A and -MOV504B,

reactor plant component cooling _ water service water return cross connection,
and ISWP-MOV502A and 4,0V502B, ventilation chilled water service water

supply cross conntetion, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,

51
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Paragraph IW-3411, and proposed to full stroke exercise and stroke time-'
'

these valves during refueling outages.

3.8.3.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief- Exercising
these valves during normal plant operation would result in impurities from
the standby service water system being introduced into the essentially pure
reactor plant component cooling water system and the ventilation chilled
water system. Testing during refueling will allow sufficient' time to

.

,

establish provisions to prevent cross contamination and/or sufficient time
to restore normal water purity if cross contamination does occur.

Alternate Testina: An exercise test for these valves every refueling
outage.

3.8.3.1.? Evaluation -These valves should not be exercised
,

without d iolating tee appropriate portions of aach water system to prevent
cross connecting the clean systems witii the raw water service water system.

'

The ventilation chilled water system and reactor plant component cooling ,

water system are maintained clean and isolated from the service water system
to prevent fouling of heat transfer surfaces and equipment degradation.

.

This testing cannat be performed during' power operation because the service
water configuration required for testing could result in excessive drywell
temperatures due to the reduced service water flow. -(See ~ Item 3.8.1.1- for a

discussion of drywell Technical Specification temperature limitations.). It

| would be burdensome to require the licensai to exercise these valves during

| cold shutdowns because reactor startup could be delayed while the purity of
| the clean water systems was restored-if service water were to enter the-

clean wvar systems. The licensee's proposal to exercise these valves each
refueling outage gives adequate assurance of operational readiness and

.provides a reasonable alternative to the Code frequency requirements,

l

Based on the determination that complyin0 with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable ~ and considering the licensee's proposel and

i

the burden on the licensee if the Code requirements are imposed, relief

| should be granted from the Code test frequency requirements as requested.
1

1
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3.8.3.2= Relief neouest;.1 Thel 11censee has ' requested 1 relief from
- ' exercising valvesllSWP MOV57A and- MOV578, standby service water supply, .j.,

isolations, in accordance with the frequency;requiremetts of Section XI,
Paragraph'IWV-3411, and proposed to full-stroke ~ exercise and stroke time i

these valves'during refueling outages.- !
_

!
i3.8.3.2.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--Closing

! MOV57A/B without operating _ standby service water in advance would cause an-

automatic initiation-(ESF) of standby service water. -Operating Division !

|
standby service water at power is=likely to cause a main steam isolation

! valve (KilV) isolation on high 'HVAC delta T due to the sudden inrush of cold i

| water to the unit cooler for the main steam tunnel from~ the standby cooling- q

_

t ow'er.

Alternate Testino: An exercise test _for anch' valve during every
refueling outage.

|

3.8.3.2.2 Evaluation--It is impractical to full-stroke exercise
valves 15WP MOV57A and MOV57B quarterly during power operation-since this

L could cause MSIV closure-and a plantLshutdown. The licensee has also stated
that-operating these valves without operating- the. standby service water
system in advance would-result in ESF of' standby service water.---However,
the-licensee.has mot sh wn that the standby service water system cannot'be=
operated in advance of testing-these valves during ccid: shutdowns. And, *

whereas, the licensee has shown that it:is impractical to exercise these
valves quarterly during-operation a determination cannot be made' from the
information provided that it is impracticable to exercise these valves-each '

cold shutdown.

It appears-that testing these valves: renders a residual heat -removal
loop' inoperable, however, this-alone is not sufficient- technical

.

justification for not. testing ' valves in accordance with Section .XI.
.

Additionally, '.e licensee's Technical. Specifications state that a shutdown
cooling loop may _be made inoperable for up to.two hours for surveillance
testing provided the other loop is,operabic.
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1
Since the licensee has not| demonstrated the impracticability of testing' '

-

these valves during cold shutdown ln accordance with the requirements 'of
;

Section XI, relief should not be granted as requested, :The licensee-should
. full stroke exercise and stroke time these valves'during cold shutdowns and-
refueling outages or provide justificatian for not doing so in the form of a

-

relief request that must subsequently be- reviewed and approved before|
,

implementation.
,

3.8.4 Cateocry C Valves

3.8.4.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from-,

exercising valves ISWP V326 and -V327, standby service water supply header
checks, in accordance with the test frequency requirementi ef Section XI,.

j Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to full-stroke exerc1st them during

j refueling outages. . *

i

| 3.8.4.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--Check' valves-
'

V326 and V327 are verified open by normal plant operations. In order to
.

; test these valves closed it is necessary to secure the normal service water
loop resulting in the shutdown of essential equipment for the~ safe operation
of the plant, such as instrument air. As a' minimum, this1requiresisupplying j

| a temporary backup air compressor. -In most shutdowns ittwould alsoJbe-
! necessary to supply a temporary means of cooling tha' condensate pump which i

; would be in service- for reactor pressure $'assel (RPV): level: control.
.

!

j In.a-short shutdown these activities would be too expensive and
' difficult to set up. In a refueling outage, thesa itemsuare prearranged and

can be carried out without undue risk to-the plant or public.
-

Closing MOV57A/B without operating standby service water-in advance- i

would cause an automatic initiation (ESF) of standby service water. -
1_

' Operating: Division I- standby service-water at power is likely to cause an:-

main steam isolation valve (MSIV) isolation on high HVAC: delta T due to'the

sudden inrush 'of cold water to the unit cooler for the main steam' tunnel
- from the standby cooling tower.-

,
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:*
Alternate Testina:. An exercise-test'for each valve during every.

-o refueling outage.

3.8.4.1.2 Evaluation- The licensee has not identified the j
specific equipment that wou*d be affected while standby serv'ce water supply j

.

header check valves ISWP V326 and -V327 are tested quarterly nor described |

the negative consequences.of that tetting. However, the system-P& ids -

provided with the IST program show these valves -loca?ed in-the normal:
,

service water supply headers to:the drywell cooling units. Due to their- 1

location in the system, exercising.these valves-during power operation could. f

result in drywell temperatures exceeding the Technical- Specification-limits-
.and a plant shutdown would be required, which would be costly arci burdensome
to.the-licensee. Verifying closure of these valves. requires isolating the a:
service water loop and establishing a reverse differential pressure across [
these valves. During the test-an alternative cooling' supply is needed for.
affected commponents, such as the-instrument -air compressors. This-test is
impracticsi to perform during cold shutdown. The licensee's proposal to
exercise these valves each refueling outage gives adequate' assurance of
operational readiness and provides-a reasonable alternative to the' Code-
requirements.

Based on the determination that complying with the Ccde test frequency j
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden-on the licensee if.the -Code requirements are imposed, relief.
should be granted from the Code test frequency requirements:as requested;

_

3.8.4.2 Relief Reauest. The licensee'has requested relief from
exercising valves ISWPaV203 and -V304, ventilation chilled water service -

water cross connection checks, in accordance with.tne-test frequency.-
requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to- full-stroke
exercise these valves during refueling-outages.

3.8.4.2.1 Licensee's Basis 'for Reauestina' Relief--Exercising.
these valves during normal plant operation would result in impurities from.
thestandbyservicewatersystembeingintroducedinto-theessentiallyjure
ventilation chilled water system. Testing during refueling will allow

J
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sufficient time to establish provisions to prevent cross contamination
and/or sufficient- time to restoie normal water purity if cross contamination
does occur.

Alternate-Testino: An exercise test for-these valves every refueling
outage.

3.8.4.2.2 Evaluation--These' valves provide an alternate source of
ventilation cooling water. It_is-impractical to exercise these valves
without valving out- the appropriate portions of each system _to prevent cross
connecting the clean system with the chemically contaminated raw water
service water system. The-ventilation chilled water system is maintained
clean, and isolatet from the service water system to prevent fouling anc
corrosion of heat transfer surfaces and~ equipment degradation, which wouid
be costly and burdensome for the licensee. This testing is impractical to
perform during powcr operation because the service water configuration
required for this testing could result in excessive drywell temperatures due

-

to the reduced service water flow and cause a plant shutdown. (See

Item 3.8.1.1 for a discussion of drywell Technical Specification temperature

limitations).
.

It would be costly and burdensome to require the licensee to exercise4

these valves during cold shutdowns because reactor startup could be delayed
; while the purity of the clean ventilation chilled water system was restored'

if service water were to enter the chilled water system. The licensee's
proposal to_ exercise these valves during refueling outages gives adeouate
assurance of operational readiness and provides-a reasonable alternstive to-
the Code frequency requirements.-

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code requirements
is impracticable and considering.the licensee's proposal and the burden on
the licensee if the Code frequency requirements were imposed, relief- should

'be granted from the exercising frequency requirements of Section XI as
; requested.

.
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3.8.4.3 Relief RecuDst, .ne vicensee has requested relief from I

exercising valves ISWP V133 and -V136, diesel generator service water _ supply j,

header checks, and ISWP V143 and -V144, diesel generator service water
return header checks, in accordance with the test frequency requirements of
Section XI, Paragraph IWV 3521, and proposed to full-stroke exercise these-
valves eac5 refueling outage.

3.8.4.3.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief -The exercise
testing of these valves during normal operation could require isolation of a ;

service water loop resulting_in the shutdown of essential equipment for the
safe operation of the plant. The exercise testing-of these valves during
cold shutdown could require a residual heat removal loop to be inoperable
which would result in a Technical Specification Limiting Condition for
Operation.

.

Emergency service water for the diesel generators does not flow through
V327 and V326. HOV57A and MOV578 close to prevent backflow of standby

service water into normal service water for redundancy, therefore, they are
not within the scope of IE Bulletin No. 83-03 as noted by Required Action
No. 1 in the bulletin.

Testing the other valves causes a major negative impact on the service
water system and-loads which cannot be adequately cooled without-service-
water.

Safety-related equipment will.be made-inoperative by isolation of one;

of the service water loops such as diesel generators, control rod drive

pumps, fuel pool heat exchangers, drywell coolers, reactor plant component
cooling heat exchangers, one loop of residual heat removal when the heat
exchangers lose cooling water, control building loop of unit coolers will be
lost due to isolation of the water chillers supply, auxiliary building unit-
coolers loop will be lost from cooling water isolation. Also a loop of

: standby gas treatment, penetration valve leakage control, and main steam

isolation valve leakage control air compressors. fs h will. require Limiting
Conditions for Operation.

|
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Alternative Testina: An exercise test for each valve during every *

refueling outage.

3.8.4.3.2_ Evaluation--These valves have a safety function in both
the open and closed positions to allow operating either or both service
water supply headers while simultaneously providing isolation between the
two headers. Due to system design and cooling requirements, these valves
should not be exercised during power operation because that would upset
equipment cooling throughout the entire service water sy1 tem and could
result in a plant shutdown due to drywell temperatures exceeding the
Technical Specification limits.

The licensee has stated that multiple Limiting Conditions for Operation
must be entered to exercise these valves but has not explained which
restrictions apply during the various plant operating modes except that
removing a residual heat removal loop from service during cold shutdown
requires entering a LCO. As stated in this report (Item 3.8.3.2), having to
enter a Limiting Condition for Operation is not sufficient technical
justification for not testing valves in accordance with Section XI.
However, due to the magnitude of equipment affected, manpower requirements,
and length of time needed to shift all affected equipment from one service
water header to the other, it would be burdensome to require the licensee to,

perform this test during cold shutdowns because reactor startup could be
delayed. Full-stroke exercising these valves during refueling outages when
ample time is available to align the affected systems should demonstrate

| proper valve operability and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
test frequency requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code requirements
is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and the burden on
the licensee if the Code frequency requirements were imposed, relief should

I be granted- from the exercising frequency requirements of Section XI as
requested.
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3.9 Service and Breathina A'ir System
.

3.9.1 Cateoorv A/C Valves !

3.9.).] Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from !
exercising valve ISAS-V486, containment service air supply checkt in
accordance with the test frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV-3521, tid proposed to verify closure (its safety position) j

during leak testing each refueling' outage. "

3.9.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief -This system is
,

not designce for exercise testing of this check valve. The. safety function
of this valve is to prevent containment leakage. Successful performance'of
the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that the valve is
performing its function. !

t

Alternate Testina. Perform a containment-localzieak rate test on this
valve every refueling outage.

3.9.1.1.2 Evaluation--This is a simple check valve in the service
air supply line to containment. It is located inside containment and is not
equipped with an' external operator or position indication. The-only method
available'to verify closure of this valve is to ' establish a pressure
differential across it and to perform a leak test. It is-impractical to

,

perform this test during power operation since this requires securing air to
containment and the hookup of special test equipment. Performing thi1 test
during cold-shutdown could result in delaying the return to power whirh
would be costly and burdensome to the licensee. Installation of position

| indication would require system redesign and modifications, which would be
1

expensive and burdensome to the licensee. This valve is subjected to an
Appendix J, Type C, leak rate test.during. refueling outages, which gives-
adequate assurance of operational--readiness and'provides a reasonkble
alternative to the Code test frequency requirements.

1

|

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency |

. requirements .is . impracticable and considering the licensce's proposal and

1

1
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the burden on the licensee'if the Code requirements were imposed, relief '

should be granted from the Code test frequency requirements as requested.

3.10 Instrument Air System

3.10.1 Cateoory A/C Valves
<

3.10.1.1 Relief Reauert. The licensee has requested relief _ from
exercising valve IIAS-V80, containment instrument air supply check, in
accor&nce with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IW 3521, and
proposed to verify closure (its-safety position) during leak testing each
refueling outage.

3.10.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief--This system is.
not designed for exercise testing of this check valve. The safety function
of this valve is to prevent containment leakage. Successful performance of

the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that the valve is
performing its function.

Alternate Testina. Perform a containment local leak rate test on this
; valve every refueling outage. '

3.10.1.1.2 Evaluation--This is a simple check valve in the
instrument air supply line to containment. It is located inside containment
and is not equipped with an external operator or position '.(Jication. The

only method available to verify closure of this valve is to establish a
pressure differential across it and to perform a leak test. It is

impractical to perform this test during power operation since:this requires
securing air to containment and the hookup of special test equipment.
Performing this test during cold shutdown could result in-delaying the
return to. power which would be costly and burdensome to the licensee.

Installation of position indication would require system redesign and-
modifications, which would be expensive and burdensome to the licensee.

This valve is-subjected to an Appendix J Type C, leak' rate test during.
refueling outages, which gives adequate assurance of operational readiness
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and provides a reasonable alternative.to the Code test frequency
requirements.

,

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden on the licensee if the Code requirements were imposed, relief.
should be granted from the Code test frequency requirements as requested,

i
| 3.10.1.2 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
i exercising valve IIAS V78, drywell instrument air supply check, in

| accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IW-3521, and
! proposed to verify closure (its safety position) during performance of the

'

drywell bypass leakage testing each refueling outage.

3.10.1.2.1 Licensee's Basis for Recuestina Relief--The system was
not desfgned for exercise testing of this check valve. Its safety function
is to prevetit drywell bypass leakage. It is located in the drywell and is
inaccessible during power operation. Successful performance of the drywell
bypass leakage test will demonstrate that this valve is performing its

j safety function. Due to the complexity of this test requiring extensive
! valvetagcut, lineup,andtime(morethantwodays)toprepareforand
'

perform, tie drywell bypass leakage test, along with exercising this _ valve,
will be performed during refueling outages. The open position is verified

j durir? normal operation of the system.

-Alternate Testina: Perform the drywell bypass leakage test,
l
1

1 3.10.1.2.2 Evaluation -This check valve .is in the drywell
| instrument air supply line. This is a simple check valve without an

ev.ternal operator or position indication. The only practical method for
exercising this valve closed is leak testing, which requires isolating the
system and establishing a reverse differential pressure across the valve.
It is impractical to exercise this valve closed during power cperation since

i the drywell is inaccessible. Significant system redesign sculd be necessary
to allow quarterly testing of these valves in the closed position, which
would M costly and burdensome to the licensee.
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Testing these valves each refueling outage provides a reasonable %

alternative-to the Code frequency requirements. However,-the d ywell bypass q
1eakage test does not adequately evaluate the condition of these valves i

since it does not evaluate these valves individually. Since these are
Category A/C valves the licensee is-required to leak test these valves in- '

-

accordance with IWV-3420 every two years. 1This test adequately demonstrates
the closure capability of this valve and is an acceptableitest method. The'

licensee's test frequency provides a reasonable alternative to the Codettest
frequency requirements, howevar, relief should not be. granted from the Code --

specified test method.-

Based on the determination that compliance with the' Code test frequency |

requirements is: impracticable and considering the licensee's proposed-
alternate test frequency and the burden on-the licensee if the Code-

requirements are imposed,-relief should be. granted from the test frequency
requirements of IWV-3521 as requested provided the licensee tists this valve-
in accordance with'IWV 3420.

-311' Standby Liauid control-System

3.11.1 Cateaory A/C Valves--

3.11.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves IC41-VF006 and -VF007, standby liquid control . (SLC);
injection checks, open and closed in accordance with:the test frequency
requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to full-stroke:
exercisetheEduringrefuelingoutages.

, 11.1.1.~1 Licensee's~ Basis for Reauestina Relief 1-1C41-VF007 and
a test vaWe for IC41-VF006 are located in the drywell and-are inaccessible-
during nomal operation.

-In order to verify that check valve -VF006 'is closed-recuires that the-
-manual isolation-valve located in the drywell be closed. In order toLtest
both= check valves open during operation would render o , of the-loops of SLC-
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j, inoperative which would require a reactor shutdown within seven (7) days for
'

loss of ene loop and eight (8) hours for loss of both loops.

Testing these valves open during operation would require injecting cold
water into the vessel causing unnecessary thermal stress to the reactor
vessel and internals. SLC would be inoperative for at least several hours.

The valves cannot be tasted open during cold shutdown because injecting
flow through the test valves does not verify full flow without using the
standby liquid control pumps. Procedures using the pumps could delay a
startup. These valves cannot be tested closed during operation because the
test connections are located in the drywell and are inaccessible.

.

Alternate Testino: An exercise test for each valve during refueling'

outages as part of the associated SLC injection test.

3.11.1.1.2 Evaluation--These valves are in the injection lines
from the SLC pumps to the reactor system. It is impractical to exercise
them open or closed during power operation. The only method available to
exercise them open is with system flow, which would result in injecting
boron solution into the reactor vessel and would result in a reactor
shutdown. Closure verification requires establishing a reverse differential
pressure across these valves and performing a leak test. This entails
closure of a valve inside the drywell, which is inaccessible. The SLC

system cannot be removed from service for flushing during poter operation
due to Technical Specifications requirements. It is impractical to exercise
these valves during cold shutdown because extensive flushing is required to
remove all traces of the boron solution to prevent its entry into the
reactor coolant system. Additionally, one of.the in-line explosive valves
must be removed or fired to provide a flow path. The licensee's proposal to
exercise these valves each refueling outage during the SLC injection test
gives adequate assurance of operational readiness and provides a reasonable
alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's propos6J

|
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alternate test frequency and considering the burden en the licensee if the
,

Code requirements are imposed, relief should be granted from the test
frequency requirements as requested.

3.12 Residual Heat Removal System

3.12.1 Catcaory A/C Valves

3.12.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licer.see has requested relief from
exercising valve IRHS V240, residual heat remoni shutdown cooling-suction
thermal relief check, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to full stroke exercise this valve during
refueling outages.

3.12.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--The exercise
testing of this valve during normal operation is not possible since it is in
the drywell. The operability testing of this valve during cold shutdown is
not practical since it would require both RHR shutdown cooling system to be
inoperable. With the RHR system inoperable, another-source of decay heat
removal must be demonstrated capable cf removing the decay heat. This would
require a minimum of two weeks in the cold shutdown mode for another system
to perform this function after a norral power operation period.

Alternate Testina: An exert.lse test during every refueling outage when
there is greater than 23 ft of water over the reactor pressure vessel
flange.

3.12.1.1.2 Evaluation--It is impractical to exercise this valve
closed quarterly during power operation or during cold shutdowns. This
small check valve and one of the required test connections are located
inside the drywell and are inaccessible during power operation. This valve
is not equipped with an external operator or position indication. The only
method available to verify exercising this valve is leak testing. To leak
rate test this valve the shutdown cooling header must be removed from
service and drained. This test. method could delay reactor startup due to
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the length of time required to drain the header and process the water
through the radwaste system, which would_be costly and burdensome to the-

,

licensee.

The plant Technical _ Specifications define the operational modes during
which both loops of shutdown cooling may be made inoperable, i.e., only
during refueling outages and then only when there is-a minimum depth of
water above the open reactor vessel to provide a heat sink and an iodine
scrubbing mechanism in case of a leaking fuel element. The licensee's
proposal to exercise this valve closed each refueling outage gives adequate
assurance of operational readiness and provides a reasonable alternative to
the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposed
alternate test frequency and considering the burden on the licensee if the
' ode requirements are imposed, relief should be granted to test this valve
each refueling outage.

3.12.2 Cateaory C Valves

3.12.2.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves IE12-VF050A and -VF050B, shutdown cooling return header

checks, in accordance with the test frequency requirements of Section XI,
; Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to full-stroke exercise these valves open
I when the associated residual heat removal loop is placed in operation and to

verify closura during refueling outages.

3.12.2.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--The RHR system
head is inadequate to open the valves against feedwater operating pressure.
The valves are opened when the RHR system is placed into the shutdown

cooling (SDC)modeduringplantshutdowns. To verify the valves close
during plant shutdowns would require the SDC loop of the RHR system to be
made inoperable.
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Technical Specification 3.4.9.2 requires two (2) loopt of SDC to be i

available or at least one alternate available for each in9perable loop. -j
-Because of decay heat, it requires at least 30 days for an alternate method j
such as RWCU ce fuel pool cooling to be able to handle the existing heat

'

loads for 500. During refueling outages, this requinment is reduced to one
1000 of SDC when the Technical Specification does permit one loop to be made
inoperable for up to 2 hours for testing. However, because of the
difficulty and the tire required in performing this test using hoses
connected for drain down of the column of water beneath the valve in order |
to verify disk closure, operations personnel will not permit this testing as
a conservative measure.

This test cannot be accomplished with the loop in SDC. In addition, a

significant volume of contaminated water is released to radwaste. Finally,
since the drain hub is located in a high radiation area for the VF050A valve
connections are also located in high radiation areas and contamination zones ;

during outages as a result of SDC, significant radiation exposure can be
received.

Alternate Testina: The valves are confirmed open each time the

associated RHR loop is placsd into the normal snutdown cooling mode during
reactor shutdown. The valves are confirmed to close during every refueling
outage.

3.12.2.1.2 Ly.Lluation--These check valves cannot be exercised
open during power operation because the only flow path is into th6 reactor
feedwater headers and the residual heat removal pumps do not develop
sufficient discharge pressure to overcome feedwater pressure. These valves

! can be full stroke exercised open during cold shutdowns because they are
! located in the shutdown cooling return flow path. However, it is

impractical to verify closure of these valves during cold shutdowns because
this requires draining of a portion of the affected SDC loop to backseat the
valve and results in high radiation exposure to personnel, i

|

I

,
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Additionally, the time involved performing this test may exceed the,

licensee's two hour Technical Specification Limiting Condition forl -

Operation, which requires taking action to return the affected loop to
operable status immediately. System redesign and modifications would be

! required to allow testing these valves closed quarterly or during cold

|
shutdowns. This would be expensive and burdensome to the licensee. The

licensee's proposal to exercise these valves open each cold shutdown and to
verify the reverse flow closure capability of these valves each refueling
outage gives adequate assurance of operational readiness and provides a

I reasonable alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that it is impracticable to test these
valves closed during cold shutdowns and considering the burden on the
licensee if the Code test frequency requirements were imposed and the
licensee's proposed test frequency, relief should be granted to verify these
valves open during cold shutdowns and closed during refueling outages.

3.13 Fire Protection Water System

3.13.1 Cateoory A/C Valves

3.13.1.1 Relief Reouest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valve IFPW-V263, containment fire protection water supply check,
in accordance with the test frequency requirements of Section XI, Paragraph
IWV 3521, and proposed to verify closure (its safety position) during leak
testin; each refueling outage.

3.13.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief--This system is
not designed for exercise testing of this check valve. The safety function
of this valve is to prevent containment leakage. Successful performance of

the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that the valve is
performing its function.

Alternate Testino: Perform a containment local leak rate test on this
valve every refueling outage.
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3.13.1.1.2 Evaluation This is a simple check valve in the fire .

protection water supply line to containment. It is located inside .
containment and is not equipped with an external operator or position
indication. The only method available to verify closure of this valve is to
establish a pressure differential across it and to perform a leak test. It

is impractical to perform this test during power t ration since this
requires securing air to containment and the hot:ap of special test
equipment. Performing this test during cold shutdown could result in
delaying the return to power which would be costly and berdensome to the
licensee. Installation of position indication would require system redesign
and modifications, which would be expensive and burdensome to the licensee.
Performance of an Appendix J, Type C, leak rate test on this valve during
refueling outages gives adequate assurance of cperational readiness-ano
provides a reasonable alternative to the Code test frequency requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden on the licensee if the Code requirements were imposed, relief
should be granted from the Code test frequency requirements as requested.

3.14 MSIV and Penetration Valve leaxaoe Control System

3.14.1 Cateoorv C Valves

3.14.1.1 Relief Recuest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising the MSIV and penetration valve leakage control system header

I check valves listed below in accordance with the test frequency requirements |
of Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to full-stroke exercise them
during refueling outages.

| Valve Valve
- Valve l

'

| ILSV-V12 ILSV-V30 ILSV-V50
| ILSV-V18 ILSV-V32 ILSV-V52

ILSV-V20 ILSV-V35 ILSV-V54
ILSV-V22 ILSV-V36 ILSV-V56
ILSV-V24 ILSV-V42 ILSV-V58

,

ILSV-V26 ILSV-V46 ILSV-V60
'

ILSV-V28 ILSV-V48 ILSV-V62
ILSV-V72 ILSV-V76 ILSV-V90
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3.14.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reouestino Relief--The pressure i,

of the PVLCS air supply is not capable of exercising the check valves
against the normal system pressure for the associated containment isolation
valve. PVLCS is designed to perform its seal function when the pressure in-
the systems is the same or less than the containment pressun . f ter an
accident. The performance of the test during cold shutdown would result in
the loss of some systems that are required to maintain the plant in cold
shutdown.

The following are some of the systems affected:

Main steam
Reactor water cleanup
Condensate makeup and transfer
Service air containment and drywell
Instrument air - containment and drywell
Feedwater - containment and drywell
Fire protection - containment
HVAC - chilled water

The consequences would be:

Service Air - loss of all containment and drywell air outlets used for
breathing and service.

Feedwater - Requires shutdown of reactor water cleanup and residual-
heat removal shutdown cooling to isolate system pressare from MOV7A.
This would require alternate shutdown cooling which is much more
limited in the amount of decay heat it can remove.

Fire protection - This requires isolation of all hose racks in the
containment which requires stationing fire watches and running hoses
through air locks.

HVACwould(chilled water) - Lengthy isolation of unit coolers in containmentcontaminate chilled water with service water which rsquires clean
up.

Reactor water cleanup - Requires isclation of letdown and normal
L cleanup flow which will cause degradation of reactor chemistry.

Condensate transfer and storage - Isolates system to containment
preventing makeup capability to the suppression pool,' reactor water
cleanup, and flushing for residual heat removal and standby liquid
control.

These valves are tested as an entire division-to prove system
operability. Partial (individual) testing is not valid.
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Alternate Testino: An exercise test for each valve during every- '

refueling outage.

3.14.1.1.2 Evaluation--These small check valves are not equipped
with position indication and the only method available to verify that the
disk changes position is to establish flow through them. It is impractical
to exercise these valves during power operation or cold shutdowns because
the interfacing systems must be depressurized and possibly drained so the
check valve motion can be verified without creating a personnel hazard due
to pressure, temperature, or contamination. In most cases, this is
practical only during refueling outages and it would be burdensome to
require the licensee to perform this testing quarterly or during cold
shutdowns to verify valve closure. The licensee's proposal to exercise
these valves each refueling outage gives adequate assurance of operational
readiness and provides a reat ible alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden on the licensee if the Code requirements were imposed, relief
should be granted from the Code test frequency requirements as requested.

3.15 Diesel Generator Air Start System
1

3.15.1 Cateaory B Valves

3.15.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
measuring the stroke time of valves IEGA-50VX11A, -SOVX118, -SOVY11A, and
-SOVYllB, standby diesel generator air start solenoids, and ICSH S0V234 and
-SOV247, high pressure core spray diesel generator air start solenoids, in
accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3413(a), and
proposed to measure diesel generator start time to monitor valve

'

degradation.

3.15.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--ASME Code test
requirements are not applicable for these non-ASME solenoid valves. As

these solenoid valves open during the start cycle, which can be measured by
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observing changes in systea pressure..the closing cycle is difficult to
' verify using this test method. Therefore, the verification of opening will

be verified by the engine obtaining rated speed and acceptance of the
-

required load within the time specified by the Technical Specifications.
The pressure in the air start tanks is then verified in order to confirm
that the valves did indeed close.

Alternate Testina: Verify the valves stroke open by verifying that the |
engine obtains rated speed and accepts its required load within the I
specified time required by the Technical Specifications. The pressures of I

the air start tanks are then verified in order to confirm that the solenoid
valves have stroked closed.

.

3.15.1.1.2 Evaluation -These valves are totally enclosed solenoid
operated valves which have no externally visible indication of valve
position. It is impracticable to directly measure the stroke times of these
solenoid operated valves because there is no way to determine when a valve

receives a signal to open or when it reaches the open position.
Additionally, these solenoid valves are rapid acting valves which normally
stroke almost instantly and when they do not operate promptly, they most
commonly fail to operate at all.

These valves function to admit starting air to the diesel generator,
therefore, valve opening can be indirectly verified by monitoring the diesel
generator start times to insure that the diesel starts within the Technical
Specification limit. Measuring the diesel start times gives an indication
of possible valve degradation since any significan'. change in valve stroke

| time would result in longer diesel generator start times. Additionally, the
licensee will verify that both parallel valves have opened and reclosed by
measuring starting air tank pressures.

Valve full-stroke times cannot be measured unless significant system
modifications are made to permit this testing. It.would be burdensome for
the licensee to make such modifications because of the time and expense

involved and the limited amount of additional information that would be
provided. Compliance with the Code required testing method is impractical

|
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due to the system design. The licensee's proposal to verify operability of l

tP'' valves indirectly by diesel generator start times gives adequate
at < srance of operational readiness and provides a reasonable ~ alternative to-
the Code requirements. I

Based on the impracticability of complying with the Code required
testing method-and considering the licensee's proposed testing method and-
the burden on the licensee if the Code requirements are imposed, relief may
be granted from the Code requirements as. requested.

'

3.16 HVAC System - Containment Buildina

3.16.1 Cateoory A Valves

3.16.1.1 Relief Recuest. The licensee has requested relief from leak
testing valves 1HVR A0V123 and A0V165, containment purge supply, and
-A0V128 and A0V166, containment purge exhaust, in accordance with the

requirements of Section XI, Paragraphs IWV-3421 through -3427, and proposed
to conduct the leak testing of these valves in accordance with the
requirements of the Technical Specifications.

3.16.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino-Relief--Containment
purge valves are tested pursuant to 10 CFR 50,- Appendix J, and Technical
Specifications 3/4.6.1.3and3/4.6.1.9. The Technical Specifications-
involved with these_ components are very specific on allowable leak rates =
and, as such, the leak rate criteria is very strict. River Bend tests these
valves on a- frequency of 92 days. These valves are of a resilient seat '

material and considered to be a reliable ' design.

Due to the quarterly test frequency, the testing of these valves must
.be considered to be much more conservative than is required by IWV-3422-

through -3427. Since.the test frequency is already increased as required.by
the Technical Specification, increasing the test frequency as required by

.

IWV 3427 would be redundant and unnecessary. .The intent of' increased

testing in IWV-3427 is already satisfied by the Technical Specification.
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Leak rate criteria for these 36 inch resilient seat valves is a maximum,

of 8.67 scfd for the inlet valves and 0.0ll or 56.86 sefd for the outleta

valves.

Alternate Testino: Conduct purge valve leak testing per Technical
Specifications 3/4.6.1.3 and 3/4.6.1.9.

3.16.1.1.2 Evaluation These valves are leak rate tested
following each full-stroke exercise test that is conducted quarterly. Also,
specific individual leakage limits have been assigned with corrective action
required by the Technical Specifications if those limits are exceeded. The

licensee's proposal is in agreement with IWV-3426 because leakage limits
have been specified, with -3427(a) because corrective action is required by
the Technical Specifications, and with IWV 3427(b) because the proposed leak
test frequency exceeds the increased frequency that is required as part of
the corrective action.

The licensee's proposal is in accordance with the guidance presented in
GL 89 04, Attachment 1, Position 10, which provides a reasonable alternative
to the Code requirements, therefore, relief should be granted as requested.

3,17 HVAC System - Chilled Water

3.17.1 Cateaorv A/C Valves

3.17.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested . relief from
exercising valves IHVN V541, containment chilled water supply check, and
-V1316, containment chilled water return thermal relief check, in accordance
with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to
verify closure (their safety position) during leak testing each refueling
outage.

' 3.17.1,1,1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief--This system is
not designed for exercise testing of these check valves. 'The safety
function of the valves is to prevent containment leakage. Successful
performance of the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that
the valves are performing their function.
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Alternate Testina: Performacontainmentlocalleakfrate'testonthese - '
~

valves every refueling. outage.-

3.17.1.1.2 Evaluation -These are simple check valves located-

inside containment. -They are'not equipped with external operators or I

position indication. Installation of position indication would require
system redesign and modifications, which.would.be expensive and burdensome I

to the licensee. The only method available to verify closure of these
valves is to establish a pressure differential- across them and to perform ai

,

leak test. Testing these valve requires entry into containment
;

reconfiguring the system and hook up_.of special--test equipment, which is- ;
impractical to perform quarterly during power operation. Perfornir.g_this !

test during cold shutdowns could result in delaying the return to power,

which would be costly and burdensome to theilicensee. Leak rate testing !

these valves each refueling outage gives adequate assurance of operational-
4

readiness and provides-a reasonable' alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code frequency _
requirements is impracticable and considering the burden on= the licensee if-
the Code requirements are imposed and the licensee's_ proposed test
frequency, relief should be-granted as requested. '

3.18 Containment Atmosohere and~Leakaoe Monitorina System
!.

3.18.1 Cateoorv A/C Valves
1

3.18.1.1 Relief Recuest.- The licensee has requested relief from-
: exercising valves ICMS-V40 and -V41, drywell' atmosphere sample return

checks, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph'
4

IWV-3521, and' proposed to verify closure (their safett position);6uring-
performance of the drywell- bypass: leakage testing each refueling outage.

3.18.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Relief- Thi ystem was - !
not designed for exercise testing of these check valves. Their safety;
function is to prevent drywell bypass leakage. Successful performance of:
the drywell' bypass leakage-test will demonstrate that these valves are

1
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performing their safety function. Due to the complexity of this test
'

requiring extensive valve tagout, lineup, and time (more than two days) to
prepare for and perform, the drywell bypass leakage test, along with ;

: exercising these valves, will be performed during refueling outages. The
open position is verified during normal operation of the system.

|

Alternate Testina: Perform the drywell bypass leakage test.

3.18.1.1.2 Evaluation--These are check valves in the drywell
atmosphere sample return line. They are : simple check valves without
external operators or position indication. The only practical method for
exercising these valves closed is leak testing, which requires establishing
a reverse differential pressure across the valve. It is impractical to
exercise these valves closed during power operation since the drywell is
inaccessible. Significant system redesign would be necessary to_ allow
quarterly testing of these valves in the closed position, which would be
costly and burdensome to the licensee. Additionally, performing this test
during cold shutdowns would require the shutdown of the reactor

-recirculation pumps and could result in delaying the return to power which
would be costly and burdensome to the licensee,

j Testing these valves each refueling outage provides a reasonable

alternative to the Code frequency requirements. However, the drywell bypass|

,

leakage test does not adequately evaluate the condition of these valves
since it does not evaluate these valves individually. Since these are
Category A/C valves the licensee is required to leak test these valves in
accordance with IWV-3420 every two years. This test adequately demonstrates
the closure capability of these valves and is an acceptable test method.
The licensee's test frequency provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
test frequency requirements, however, relief should not be granted from the
Code specified test method.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposed
alterncte test frequency and the burden on the -licensee if the Code
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requirements are iniposed, relief should be granted from the test frequency
; requirements of IWV 3521 as requested provided the licensee tests these

i

valves in accordance with IWV 3420. |
,

|

| 3.19 Fuel Pool Coolina- System

3.19.1 Cateoory A/C Valves

|
1

3.19.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valve ISFC-V101, fuel pool cooling return containment isolation
check, in accordance with the-test frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to verify closure (its safety position).
during leak testing each refueling outage.

3.19.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Recuestino Relief--This . system is
not designed for exercise testing of this check valve. The safety function
of this valve is to prevent containment leakage. Successful performance of
the containment local leak rate test will demonstrate that this valve is
performing its function.

Alternate Testing: Perform a containment local leak rate test on this
valve every refueling outage.

3.19.1.1.2 Evaluation--This is-a simple check valve in the fire
protection water supply line to containment. It is impractical-to exercise
this valve during power operation since it is located inside containment and
is not equipped with an external operator or_ position-indication. The only
method available to verify closure of this valve is to establish a pressure
differential across it and to perform a leak test. Installation of position
indication would require system redesign and modifications,.which would be
expensive and burdensome to the licensee. Performance of an Appendix J,
Type C, leak rate test during refueling outages gives adequate assurance of
operational readiness and provides a reasonable alternative to the Code test
frequency requirements.

|
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Based on the determination that compliance with the Code test frequency
|

requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and,

the burden on the licensee if the Code requirements were imposed, relief
should be granted from the code test frequency requirements'as requested, i

3.19.1.2 Relief Recuest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves ISFC V350 and Y351, upper containment fuel pool pump
suction thermal relief checks, in accordance with the test frequency
requirements of Section XI, Paragraph IWV 3521, and proposed to exercise-
them open quarterly and verify closure during each refueling outage.

3.19.1.2.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief These are
3/4 inch check valves which relieve thermal pressure from between the
containment penetration v.alves back to the containment side of the inboard
isolation valve and are exercised open quarterly. The valve leak rate test
provides absolute verification the valve closes.

Alternate Testino: The 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, leak rate test every
refueling outage will verify closure.

3.19.1.2.2 Evaluation These -valves are simple checks in the
upper fuel pool pump suction lines. They open to relieve thermal pressure
and close for containment isolation. These_ valves are not equipped with
external operators or position indicators. The only way to verify reverse
flow closure of these valves is to establish reverse differential pressure
and leak test the valves. This is impractical to perform quarterly during
operation or during cold shutdowns. Installation of position indicators or
test operators would require system redesign and modification, which wouldl

be costly and burdensome to the licensee. The licensee's proposal to verify
the closure capability of these valves during Appendix J 1eak rate testing
each refueling outage gives adequate assurance of operational readiness and
provides a reasonable alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code frequency

| requirements is imoractienble and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden on the licensco if the Code frequency requirements were imposed,
relief should be granted as requested.

|
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3.20 Floor and Eauioment Drain Syst s

|

3.20.1 Cateaory A/C Valves

; 3.20.1.1 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves 10FR V1, -V2, -V3, and -V4, drywell floor drain sump inlet |
checks, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI, Paragraph
IWV-3521, and proposed to verify closure (their safety position) during
performance of the drywell bypass leakage testing each refueling outage.

,

3.20.1.1.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestino Re hgf. The system

was not designed for exercise testing of these check valves. Their safety
j function is to prevent drywell bypass leakage. $uccessful performance of
; the drywell bypass leakage test will demonstrate that these valves are

performing their safety function. Due to the complexity of this test
t

requiring extensive valve tagout, lineup, and time (more than two days) to
prepare for and perform, the drywell bypass leakage test, along with
exercising these valves, will be performed during refueling outages. The

open position is verified during normal operation of the system.

Alternate Testina: Perform the drywell bypass leakage test.

3.20.1.1.2 Evaluation--These are. check valves in the drywell
floor drain sump inlet lines. They are series check valves (DFR*VI & V2 in
series and DFR*V3 & V4 in series) without intermediate-test taps. There is

.

- no practical method for indivi. dually exercising these valves closed. The

i only practical method for exercising these valves closed is leak testing the
pair, which requires establishing a reverse differential pressure across the

~

'

-valve pair. It is-impractical to perform this test during' power operation
_

since the drywell is inaccessible. Significant system redesign.would be
necessary to allow quarterly testing of these valves in the closed position,
which would be costly and burdensome to the licensee. Additionally,
performing this test during cold shutdowns could result in delaying the
return to power which would be costly and burdensome to the licensee.

.

.
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Testing these valves each refueling outage provides a reasonable
'

alternative to the Code frequency requirements. However, the drywell bypass
leakage test does not adequately evaluate the condition of the valve pair
since it does not evaluate the pair individually. Since these are
Category A/C valves the licensee is required to leak test these valves in
accordance with IWV-3420 every two years. This test can adequately
demonstrate the closure capability of the valve pair and is an acceptable
test method. If there is evidence of excessive leakage through the pair
both valves should be repaired or replaced prior to return to service. The

licensee's test frequency provides a reasonable alternative to the Code test
frequency requirements and testing these valves as a pair in accordance with
IWV 3420 provides e acceptable alternative to the Code method requirements.

Based on the deterrination that compliance with the Code test frequency
requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposed
alternate test frequency and the burden on the licensee if the Code

requirements are imposed, relief should be granted from the test frequency
requirements of IWV-3521 as requested, provided the licensee tests this
valve pair in accordance with IWV-3420.

3.20.1.2 Relief Reauest. The licensee has requested relief from
exercising valves IDER-V14, -V15, -V16, and -V17, drywell equipment drain
sump inlet checks, in accordance with the requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV-3521, and proposed to verify closure (their safety position)
during performance of the drywell bypass leakage testing each refueling
outage,

i

3.20.1.2.1 Licensee's Basis for Reauestina ' Relief. ine_ system
was not designed for exercise testing of these check valves. TF.1r safety
function is to prevent drywell bypass leakage. Successful performance of
the drywell bypass leakage test will demonstrate that these valves are
performing their safety function. Due to the complexity of this test

!

requiringextensivevalvetagout, lineup,andtime(morethantwodays)to
prepare for and perform, the drywell bypass leakage test, along with

| exercising these valves, will be performed during refueling outages. The

open position is verified during normal operation of the system.
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Alternate Testino: Perform the drywell bypass leakage test. '

3.20.1.2.2 Evaluation--These are check valves in the drywell
equipment drain sump inlet lines. They are series check valves

(DFR*V14 & V15 in series and DFR*V16 & V17 in series) without intermediate
test taps. There is no practical method for individually exercising these
valves closed. The only practical method for exercising these valves closed
is leak testing the pair, which requires establishing a reverse differential
pressure across the valve pair. It is impractical to perform this test
during power operation since the drywell is inaccessible. Significant
system redesign would be necessary to allow quarterly testing of these
valves in the closed position, which would be costly and burdensome to the
licensee. Additionally, performing this test during cold shutdowns could
result in delaying the return to power which would be costly and burdensome I

to the licensee.

Testing these valves each refueling outage provides a reasonable
alternative to the Code frequency requirements. However, the drywell bypass
leakage test does not adequately evaluate the condition of the valve pair
since it does not evaluate the pair individually. Since these are
Category A/C valves the licensee is required to leak test these valvestin
accordance with IWV 3420 every two years. This test can adequately
demonstrate the closure capability of the valve pair and.is an acceptable
test method. If there is evidence of excessive leakage through the pair
both valves should be repaired or replaced prior to return to service. The

licensee's test frequency provides a reasonable alternative to the Code test
frequency requirements nd testing these valves as a pair in accordance with :

IWV-3420 provides an acceptable alternative to the Code method requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Codo test frequency
|

requirements is impracticable and.considering the licensee's proposed I

alternate test frequency and the burden on the licensee if the Code

requirements are imposed, relief should be granted from the test frequency
requirements of IWV-3521 as requested, provided the licensee tests this
valve pair in accordance with IWV-3420.

1

l
1

1
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3.20.1.3 Relief Reaues1 The licensee has requested relief from
*

exercising valve IDER-V4, drywell' and containment equipment dr .n sumps
discharge th. mal relief check, in accordance with the requirements of
Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3521. and proposed to exercise it open during cold
shutdowns and to verify closure during leak testing each refueling outage.

,

3.20.1.3.1 Licensee Basis for Reauestina Relief--Testing this 4

check valve during plant operation would require isolating the penetration
for an extended period of time. This would prevent detection of equipment
leakage via the drywell and containment equipment drain sumps during the- i

test.

Alternate Testina: An exercise test to verify the valve opens during.
cold shutdown if not performed during the last 92 days as allowed by
IWV 3522. The 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, leak test every refueling will verify
closure.

3.20.1.3.2 Evaluation--This valve is a simple check valve that is
not equipped with position indication. It opens to relieve thermal pressure
and closes for containment isolation. This valve is not equipped with an
external operator or position indicator. The only way to verify reverse
flow closure is to establish reverse differential pressure and leak test the
valve. This is impractical to-perform quarterly during operation or during
cold shutdowns. Installation of a position indicator _ or test operator would
require system redesign and modification, which would be costly and
burdensome to the licensee. The licensee's proposal to verify the closure
capability of this valves during-Appendix J leak rate testing.each refueling
outage gives adequate assurance of operational readiness and provides a
reasonable alternative to the Code requirements.

Based on the determination that compliance with the Code frequency '

requirements is impracticable and considering the licensee's proposal and
the burden on the licensee if the Code frequency requirements were imposed,
relief should be granted as requested.

|
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APPENDIX A

PalD AND DRAWING LIST

The P&lDs and Drawings listed below were used during the course of this
review.

System P&ID or Drawino h
Control Rod Drive Hydraulic 36 1A 0

36 1B 1

36-1C 5

Reactor Recirculation 25-1C 0
25-10 0

Condensate Makeup, Storage, 4 3C 1
and Transfer

Feedwater 6 1B 1

Main Steam 3 1A 0
3-18 0
3-1C 0

Closed Cooling Water-Reactor 9-1A 1
Plant 9 1B 1

Service Water Normal 9-10A 1

9-108 1

9-10C 5
9 100 0
9-10F 7

Service Water-Standby 9-10E O

Air-Service and Breathing 12-2C 0

Air-Instrument 12-1B 0
12-1C 0

Standby Liquid Control 27-16A 1

High Pressure Core Spray 27-4A 1

Residual Heat Removal-LPCI 27-7A 0
27-7B 0
27-7C 0

Low Pressure Core Spray 27-5A 1

|
|
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System P&lD or Drawina Egya.

MSIV Positive Leakage Control 27 20A 0
27 20B 0

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling 27-6A 0

Fire Protection 15 1C 1

Hydrogen Mixing-Purge and 27-21A 1
Recombiner

Diesel Generator 8 9A 0
8-9B 1

8 90

HVAC-Control Building 22-9A 1

HVAC-Containment Building 22-1A 1

22 1B 1

22-1C 1

HVAC Fuel Building 22-6A 0
22 6B

HVAC-Auxiliary Building 22-1D 1

HVAC-Chilled Water 22 140 0
22-14H 0
22-14J 0

Containment Atraosphere 33 2A 0
and Leakage Monitoring 33-2B 0

33-20 0

Reactor Water Cleanup 26-3A 0
26-3B 0

Fuel Pool Cooling 34-2A 1

Drains-Floor and Equipmer. 32 5B 0
32-9A 0
32-98 0
32-9G 0
32-9F 1

32-9J 0
! 32-9K 0

32-9P 5

Sampling Reactor Plant 21-2B 0

!

!
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APPENDIX B

/ IST PROGPAM ANOMALIES IDENTIFIED DURING THE' REVIEW

Inconsistencies and omissions in the licensee's program-noted during the
course of this review are summarized below. The licensee should resolve these-
items in accordance with the evaluations, conclusions, and guidelines
preser,ted in this report.

1. The licensee has requested relief (pump relief request, PRR-10)_ from
annual measurement of pump bearing temperature in accordance with

IWP-3300 and proposed to measure vibration velocity. Relief should be
granted provided the licensee performs vibration testing in accordance
with the requirements of ASME/ ANSI OMa-1988, Part 6. (See
Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.2.1 of this report.)

2. The licensee has requested relief (PRR 5) from measurement of pump
vibration displacement in accordance with IWP-4510 and proposed to
measure vibration velocity. Relief should be granted provided the
licensee performs vibration testing in accordance with the requirements
of ASME/ ANSI OMa 1988, Part 6. (See Section 2.1.2.1_of this report.)

3. The licensee has requested relief (PRR-1) from measurement of idle inlet
pressure for pumps operating at the start of an IST test. Relief should
be granted provided the licensee measures inlet pressure _for pumps that
are stopped during the quarter as near the_ test _ time as practicable.
(See Section 2.1.4.1 of this report.)

4. The licensee has requested relief (PRR-2).from pump test acceptance-
criteria and proposed to use ranges from OH-6, Draft 8, and to: allow 96
hours for test data analysis pr.ior to declaring pumps. inoperable based
on test results. Relief should not be granted. (See Section 2.1.5.1 of
this report.)

5. ' The licensee has requested relief (PRR-11) from measurement of_ flow rate
for standby liquid control pumps and proposed to calculate flow rate
based on the rate of change in tank level. Relief should be granted

B-3
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provided the licensee's measurement meets the accuracy requirements of!

Table IWP-4110 1. (See Section 2.2.1.1 of this report.)

6. The licensee has requested relief (PRR 3) from testing the standby
liquid control pumps quarterly and proposed to test these pumps during
ctld shutdowns. Interim relief should be granted from the test |
frequency requirements for a period of six months while the licensee i

1evaluates and revises the SLC pump test procedures. After this time the '

licensee should test the standby liquid control pumps quarterly in
accordance with Section XI. (See Section 2.2.3.1)

7. The licensee has requested relief (PRR-4) from the instrumentation
full-scale range requirements of Section XI for all pumps in the IST
program except the standby service water pumps and the diesel generator
fuel oil transfer pumps. Since the licensee's proposal provides an,

acceptable level of quality and safety, interim relief should be granted
from the range requirements for one year or until the next refueling
outage, whichever is longer. Before the end of this period the licensee
should provide information specifically describing the differences in
static and dynamic inlet pressure for the affected pumps and an
evaluation that shows their proposal will give adequate assurance of
operational readiness for these pumps. (See Section 2.1.3.1 of this
report.)

8. The licensee has requested relief (PRR 8) from measurement of inlet
pressure for standby service. water and diesel generator fuel oil
transfer pumps and proposed to calculate inlet pressure based on the

level of liquid above the pump suction.. Relief should be granted
provided the licensee's measurement meets the accuracy requirements of
Table IWP-4110-1. (See Sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.4.1.1 of this report.)

9. The licensee has requested relief (PRR-9) from measuring vibration on
the diesel fuel oil transfer pump and proposed no alternative. Interim
relief should be granted from direct measurement of pump vibration for a
period of one year or until the next refueling outage, whichever is i

longer. During the interim period the licensee should identify an *

B-4
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appropriate method, such as evaluating pump motor vibration measurements
/ and assigning reasonable acceptance criteria, so that mechanical

~

degradation of these pumps that may render them unable to perform their
safaty function is' identified and appropriate corrective action is
taken. (See Section 2.4.2.1 of this report.)

10. The licensee has requested relief v ilve relief request, VRR 31) from
leak testing all primary containment isolation valves in accordance with
the reeuirements of Section XI, Paragraphs IWV-3420 through -3425, and
proposrd to leak test these valves in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appen'six J and administrative guidelines. Relief should be granted from
the requirements of Paragraphs IWV-3421 through -3425,.provided the
l'.censee complies with the requirements of Paragraphs IWV-3426 and
X27(a), as described in GL 89 04, Position 10. (SeeSection3.1.2.1

of this report.)

11. The licensee has requested relief (VRR 24)-from the Code test method and

frequency requirements and proposed to perform sam;h disassembly and
inspection of several (total of 29) check velves. .These valves have
been divided into groups and are evaluated in Sections 3.1.4.1.2,
3.1.4.2.2, 3.1.4.3.2, 3.1.4.4.2, and 3.1.4.5.2 as well as anomalies 12i

thru 16 of this report. Many of these valves are in series with other
check valves and there are no intermediate test taps or other

provisions, such as external position _ indication, for verifying valve
closure. However, disassembly and inspection should be used to verify
check valve operability (open or shut) only when full forward flow or
reverse flow testing is impractical. The NRC staff considers check
valve disassembly and inspection to be a maintenance.pr_ocedure that is '

not a test and not equivalent to the exercising produced by fluid' flow -

as required by Section.XI. This procedure has some risks which may make
its routine use as a substitute for testing undesirable when some-
testing method is possible. Check valve disassembly is a valuable
maintenance tool that can provide a great deal on information about
valve internal condition and as such should be performed under the

maintenance program at a frequency commensurate with the valve type and
service. -The licensee should actively pursue the use of alternate
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testing methods to fullistroke exercise these valves, such as using.
non intrusive diagnostic techniques to demonstrate whether they swing
fully open during partial flow testing or closed when flow has ceased.
In the interim, when valve operational-readiness cannot practically be
determined by observation of system parameters, disassembly.and
inspection may be used as an alternative, however, tne licensee should
perform post maintenance testing (e.g., forward and reverse flow closure
testing) of each valve prior to returning it t9 service-following the
disassembly and inspection procedure. As additional experience.is
gained, the staff anticipates providing the industry _with updated- '

guidance on the subject as it relates to Code. requirements and
particularly, as an improvement over the use of disassembly and
inspection. If another method is developed to verify the full-stroke
capability of these check valves, the affected relief request should be j

revised or withdrawn.

12. The licensee has requested (VRR 24) to perform sample disassembly and

inspection of valves lE12*VF084A thru VF084C, IE12*VF085A thru VF085C,
and ICCP*V337 and V338 during refueling outages.. Relief should be -

granted provided the licensee tests these valves per GL 89 04,
Position 2. (See also Section 3.1.4.1 and anomaly 11 of this report.)

13. The licensee has requested (VRR 24)-to perform sample disassembly and
inspection of valves lHVK*V48 and V97 during refueling outages.

!
Additional information that shows that testing is impractical or'that
requiring testing of these valves would'cause a hardship on the licensee-
without a compensating increase in safety is needed to complate the
evaluation of this relief request. Interim relief should be-granted for

' i

6 months while additional information is provided to complete this. I

evaluation. This information should address the specific reasons these

valves cannot be full-stroke exercised in accordance with the Code test
method requirements. quarterly, during cold shutdowns, or during
refueling outages. (See Section 3.1.4.2 and anomaly 11 of this report.)

,

14. The licensee has requested (VRR-24) to perform sample disassembly and
inspection of valve 1E51*VF030 during refueling outages. Relief should

86
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be granted provided the valve is part-stroke exercised prior to return-
to service fcilowing the disassembly. -(See also Section 3.1.4.3 and
an, ..a 11 of this report.)

15. The licensee has requested (VRR-24) to perform sample disassembly and
inspection of valvas ILSV*V114 and V120 during refueling outages.
Additicnal information that shows that testing is impractical or that
requiring testing of these valves would cause a hardship on the licensee
without a compensating increase in safety is needed to complete the
evaluation of this relief request. Interim-relief should be granted for

1

6 months while additional informatina u prov'eaea to complete this
evaluation. This information should address the specific reasons'these

valves cannot be full-stroke exercised in accordance with the Code test
method requirements quarterly, during cold shutdowns, or during
refueling outages. (See also Section 3.1.4.4 and anomaly-ll of this
report.)

16. The licensee has requested (VRR-24) to perform sample disassembly and-
inspection of tho following series check valves without intermediate
test connections during refueling outages. Relief should be granted
provided the licensee complies with GL 89-04, Attachment 1, Position-2.
(See also Section 3.1.4.5 and anomaly 11 of this report.)

Valve Valve Valve
IDFR*V78 1DFR*V107 ISVV*V122
10FR*V79 1DFR*V108 ISVV*V123
10FR*V87 IDFR*V117 ISVV*V129IDFR*V88 IDFR*V118 1SVV*V130
1DFR*V97 1DFR*V127 lDFR*V98

17. The licensee has requested (VRR-2) to verify several drywell to
containment interface valves closed during performance of the drywell
bypass leakage test conducted during refueling outages. Relief should 1

be granted from the Code test frequency requirements provided these-
valves are leak rate tested per IWV-3420. (SeeSections3.3.1.1,
3.7.1.2, 3.10.1.2, and 3.18.1.1 of this report.)
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18. The licensee has requested relief (VRR 58) from exercising valves j

ISWP MOV57A and MOV578, standby service water supply isolations, in )accordance with the frequency requirements of Section XI,
Paragraph IWV 3411, and proposed to full stroke exercise and stroke time
these valves during refueling outages. The licensee has not
demonstrated the impracticability of f.esting these valves during cold
shutdowns, therefore, relief should not be granted as requested. The

licensee should full stroke exercise and stroke time these valves during
cold shutdowns and refueling outages or provide justification for not
doing so in the form of a relief request that must subsequently be
reviewed and approved before implementation. (See Section 3.8.3.2 of
this report.)

I
19. The licensee has requested (VRR 2) to verify several series drywell to-

containment interface valves closed during performance of the drywell
bypass leakage test conducted during refueling outages. Relief should
be granted from the Code test frequency requirements provided these
valves are leak rate tested in pairs per IWV 3420. (See
Sections 3.20.1.1 and 3.20.1.2 of this report.)

20. The licensee has incorrectly categorized check valves ISVV V9 and -V31,
ADS / relief valve air supply, Category A in VRR 9. These check valves
should be cate;;orized A/C. The licensee should correct this
typographical error,

21. ReliefrequestVRR36(coldshutdownjustification)doesnotprovide
adequate technical information to evaluate the negative consequences of
exercising the Division I and 11 diesel. generator service water outlet

-

i

check valves ISWP V201 and V202 quarterly other than the associated

diesel must be declared inoperable which requires entering a Lim' ting
Condition for Operation (LCO). This alone is not sufficient technical
justification for not performing testing required by Section XI because
Technical Specifications are written to sTcommodate periodic
surveillance testing. Therefore, the licensee should full-stroke
exercise these check valves quarterly or provide information that shows
why these valves cannot be exercised during power operation.4
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22. ReliefrequestVRR29(coldshutdownjustification)doesnotprovide

; adequate technical information to evaluate the negative consequences of
!

enn.ising the control, auxiliary, and fuel building air damper
instrument air supply checks, !!AS V514, VS15. -V562, -V563, V608, and
-V609 other than 'necessary safety equipment" would be affected.
Therefore, the licensee should full-stroke exercise these check valves
quarterly or provide information that shows why these valves cannot be
exercised during power operation. That information must subsequently be
reviewed and approved before implementation.

23. Relief request VRR 49 is unnecessary because the standby liquid control
i system explosive valves, IC41 VEXF004A and -VEXF004B, do not perform a

containment isolation function and are not. required to be leak rate,

tested. The licensee was informed at the working meeting that this
relief request may be deleted from the IST program and the valve
categorization changed from AD to D. The categorization was changed in
Append 1x C, p. 38 of 102, Valve Inservice Testing Plan, however, the
relief request (VRR 49) was not deleted. The licensee should correct
this error.

|

| 24. Relief request VRR 44 has been written-to document the administrative

controls that have been placed on residual heat removal system valves
lE12 MOVF052A, -MOVF0528, MOVF087A, MOVF0878, and RVF036 associated

with the steam condensing mode of the RHR system. -River Bend Station

Operating Licensee (OL) NPF-47, Paragraph 2C(5)a, prohibits the use of
the steam condensing mode of RHR. To comply with'this, the control
power to the motor operated valves has been removed and the valves
locked closed. The relief valve is-permanently isolated from any high
pressure source. No testing will be performed on'the valves until the
prohibition on using the steam condensing mode of RHR is lifted in the
OL. (Reviewer'sComment: This relief request has been included in the
IST program for information only.)

! 25. Relief request for No.18 (cold s'hutdown justification) does not provide
| the necessary technical information to evaluate the negative

consequences of quarterly exercising check valves lE51-VF040, RCIC
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] turbine exhaust check. -VF061, RCIC fill pump discharge check V079 and
-V081, RCIC turbine exhaust vacuum breakers, other than that the

associated pumps must be declared inoperable which requires entering an
LCO. This alone is not sufficient technical justification for not
performing testing required by Section XI. Therefore, the licensee
should full-stroke exercise these chtek valves quarterly or provide
information that shows why these valves cannot be exercised during power
operation. That information must subsequently be reviewed and approved
before implementation.

J

26. Relief request VRR 15 (cold shutdown justification) does not provide the
necessary technical information to evaluate the negative consequences of

; quarterly exercising valves ICCP-MOV16A and -MOV168, residual heat

removal pumps.A and B bearing cooler supply, -MOV130 and MOV335,
residual heat removal pump A-bearing cooler return, and MOV129 and
-MOV336, residual heat removal pump B bearing cooler return, other than

the associated pumps must be declared inoperable which requires entering
an LCO. This alone is not sufficient technical justification for not-
performing testing required by Section XI. Therefore, the licensee
should full stroke exercise these valves quarterly or provide,

information that shows why these valves cannot be exercised during power
operation. That information must subsequently be reviewed and approved
before implementation.

1
,

|
|
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